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THE TREASURE HUNT CONTINUES! SEE PAGE 32

Portland's FREE
news and arts weekly
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we'll
shoot
this tree.
Recycling this paper is a good idea.
In addition to easing the garbage
crisis, it will reduce the
number of trees we cut and
the amount of air and
water pollution we produce.
But not one of the
three largest cities in
Greater Portland has a
place for you to take
this paper, and commercial
recyclers have more
old newspaper than
- they can get rid of.
Faced with a growing
mountain of solid waste,
state legislators are
considering holding a
gun to the head
of local municipalities
- and mandating
recycling.
One way or the other, it's time to recycle.

Just Say
"I Do!"

Hey! Lighten Up!
With a Bunch of Balloons!
Mylar Balloons $1.95
LG Latex Balloons 75C1:

Towing rules review
A regulation policy for Portland towing companies was
reviewed by the Portland Public Safety Committee Feb. 9,
and will get a public hearingperhaps next month - in that
committee before going to the
city council for approval. The
regulations will address the
towing of unwelcome cars
from private lots. Maximum
fees would be $40 for a day
tow and $50 from 7 p .m . to 7
a.m. Storage would be $10 a
day, and night release of a car
would cost $15. These prices
may change. Private parking
lots would have to be clearly
posted, and rates would have
to be displayed at holding
yards. The $50 night fee would
apply to snow tows.

Wedding Bands
and
Engagement Rings

by

O~t1111l\\
C
~~
cards, gifts and goodies
3 moulton st. f0rtland, me 0410
20 773-5181

IN BRIEF:

Barbara
Heinrich
\

,
\.\

abacus
harIDafters gallery

44 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101 • 772-4880

COG attacks oil-tanks

AIION AS PUBL

OLley:
CLOSE SHAVE
IN K'PORT
President George Herbert
Walker Bush walked into the
Kennebunkport town square
for a couple of razor blades on
Saturday, Feb. 11, and about
100 people tagged along.
"What a welcome!" beamed
Kennebunkport's favorite son
on his first trip here as "Mr.
President." Thing was, most of
the welcoming throng were either secret service agents or
members of the White House
press corps. They follow him
everywhere he goes - shaved
or not.
Few locals were aware of the
unannounced walk. Only
moments after he and his blades
were whisked away in a well,guarded motorcade, one long' time Kennebunkporter again
,,.....ral!,ea the question that nagged
throughout his campaign:
"Where was George?"
- Thomas A. Verde
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BALANCING
Thi' ,pring, The Portland City Council will be
considering an ordinance to protect the city's

February 15

historic buildings and neighborhood,. Why does

P~rvation and the Livable City
Will iam Co llins, Former Mayor. NOfWalk. Connecticut

(

.

Portland need an historic preservation ordinance?
What effect will it have on individual property
righfs? How can an ordinance balance these
rights with the goals of the community at large?
Join Landmarks for what promises to be a
timely and informative series.

February 22 ,

Dwight Merriam . President, American Institule of Ce r1ified Planne rs

MiJrch 1

GREATER PORTLAND LANDMARKS
1989 NOON LECTUR-E SERIES
Wednesdays at Noon
Fir~t Parish Church
425 Congress Street
Parish Hall Opens at 11 :30 for Brown Bag Lunch

... '

.-

Preservation Ordinances: 50 Years of Precedent

Encouraging Neighborhood Stability Through Preservation:
The Cambridge Experience
Charles Sullivan a nd Sail.,. Zimmerman, Cambridge Historical Commi ssion

March B

A Look at Portland's Resources - What Do We Preserve?
Ke nneth Sc"erens, Architeclural Hislorian, Portla nd

ThIS series IS made possible through the generosity or Joan Bums

'- ....InAugust;substituteJudge
Bachus grabbed what
not realize was a nonlunctiorIinIg, novelty gavel in
courtroom of regular judge
. Ailll"U Leal and banged it to
'nestore order. Leal's gavel was
[
of glass and was actually
a flask of bourbon; the nearby
court reporter was showered
and given the rest of the day
off.
r .... A Pennsylvania court
lr uled in October that two
schoolteachers were improperly fired, as their conduct did
not amount to the requisite
"immorality" the school board
had claimed. One teacher had
defied a board ruling against
water fights by getting into one
with her students and leading
a sneak water attack on the
second teacher, who retaliated
by spraying students with a
bottle of cleansing solution,
causing minor eye and skin
irritation.
-Chuck ShepardlAlterNet

The Greater Portland Council of Governments (COG)
hopes to offer a group rate to
Cumberland County school
districts and municipalities for
removal of their old underground fuel storage tanks. "We
hope to generate an economy
of scale in purchasing tanks
and services," said COG environmental planner Roger Bondeson. COG does bulk purchasing in other areas, but is
new to environmental issues.
With only eight school districts
and three municipalities committed to the project so far, 58
tanks are involved. Bondeson
said hundreds of tanks in the
county must be replaced over
the next few years, at an individual cost of about $20,000.

WATCH FOR RISING SKYLINES

Big buildings creeping seaward
Movers and shakers are shaking up the Old Port with plans
to build more office and retail
space in an area where preservationists and planning consultants agree aesthetics and
height don't mix.
After three sessions and
hours of debate, developer John
Gendron got the Portland Planning Board's approval early in
the morning Jan. 26 to build a
110-foot office/retail building.
Gendron's tall building will
sprout on the comer of Pearl
and Fore streets. Some of the
shorter buildings on Milk Street
will be less than half the height
of the new building.
Height, and a confusion over
who has the power to restrict it,
caused the planning board's
battle. The board, wai ting for a
costly consultant's report on
where tall and short buildings
should be built, didn't feel it
had the power to refuse Gendron until the report has been
formally presented and
adopted.
The board is waitingforGary
Hack, a Cambridge, Mass.

consultant, to present height
recommendations this month.
Hack's plan would give more
height to the spine of the peninsula - Congress Street - and
less as the earth slopes toward
the waterfront. Hack will recommend a height of 65 feet
where Gendron's 110-foot
building will go, said Philip
Meyer, Portland's urban planner.
"It was as if they (planning
board) got tired and gave up,"
said Deb Andrews, executive
director of Greater Portland
Landmarks. "It turned 180
degrees so quickly."
Andrews thought the board
was "blinded" by architect
Winton Scott's design. She liked
the footprint shape with three
height components, but said the
height "sets a very dangerous
precedent for the Old Port district."
The Gendron building is the
first step toward big buildings
in a littledistrict,said Andrews.
George Denney's step might
be the second. Denney plans a
125-foot office/retail building

at 120 Middle Street.
Gendron's and Denney's
buildings fall within the current business-district limit of
125 feet. To build higher, they
would have to move back
toward Franklin Towers, where
the 227-foot Lincoln Towers
will be built. Buildings can
stretch to 230 feet in the square
between Congress, Myrtle and
Cumberland streets, and Franklin Arterial.
Height isn't the only consideration here. In fear of tall, empty
buildings, the planning board
has been waving the caution
flag at developers. A recent
report by Portland appraiser
Scott McMullin showed an office-space vacancy rate of 11.04
percent in Portland's downtown, indicating a soft market.
Indeed, from the comer of
Middle and Temple streets,
office-hoppers can windowshop in three different office
spots - Two Canal Plaza, and
One and Two City Centers,
commonly known as One and
Two Empty Centers.
·Morgan Shepard
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Domestic violenc .... and snow towing

Recycling
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WELLNESS
Sorting out what's good for you
from what's not

Regency bankruptcy
Four Maine partners who
took control of the Portland
Regency Inn filed a bankruptcy
petition Feb. 10, three days after buying the debt-plagued
hotel for $100,000 at a police
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Considering global affairs
and local heritage

District Attorney Paul Aranson tkfends himself at his Feb. 8 press cotiference.

p

/

CBWfTonee Harbert

ROSECUTE AND OR PERISH

cou

auction.The
men - Eric Cianchette
of Scarborough,
Ken- ~ounty
neth L. Cianchette of Pittsfield,
The day before Valentine's
A. Earl Brown of Cape Eliza- Day found District Attorney
beth and William T. Brown of Paul Aranson and the CumberOldOrchardBeach-werepart land County police chiefs
of the original Reg~ncy par~- Taking up.
Aranson was attacked Feb. 8
nership before selling to th'lr
Massachuse~~ T pa,!¥eq;, lCi§t ; b'y a dozen Cumberland
May: T~ey ~IM a ~flapter 1~ _ County police chiefs who held
application m. F~etal Bank- ~press conference threatening
ru'p~cy <:;ou;t ~,t~g about $10 t ask for his resignation. The
rruillon m lIabilIties that came
iefs said their efforts were
with the hotel.
ing wastEd by Aranson's
-Hannah Holmes
f~ilure to pl:osecute the people
golice arrest. They said he disDomestic violence
mi!pes and plea-bargains too
inatty
cases.
arrests up 79 percent ~ 1jhatsameday Aranson fired
Portland police made 497 back, saying the chiefs were
domestic violence arrests dur- out of touch with the court
ing 1988 according to crime system and their own officers.
statistics released last week by But by Feb. 13 both sides were
Police Chief Michael Chit- holding a press conference
wood. That's more than together, promising to visit
double the number of arrests each other's workplaces and to
for rape, robbery, arson, pros- improve their communication.
Arrest rates in Greater Porttitution and drugs combined.
Only O.D.r. came close, with land have shot up in recent
445 arrests.
years as big-city crimes like
Domestic violence arrests in drugs and violence have inPortland went from 278 in 1986 creased. But Aranson said his
to 497 in 1988 following adop- staffand thedistrictcourthouse
tion of a "pro-arrest" policy in in Portland have stayed the
November 1986, and now same size and his hands are
account for about one in eight tied.
Portland arrests.
Gorham, for example, sent
-Kelly Nelson
250 more people to Aranson in
1988 than 1987 - an increase of

system ~eels squeeze

30 percent. All the Cumberland
County towns together gave the
District Attorney's office nearly
88,000 cases last year, between
District and Superior Court.
That compares with about
75,000 the year before - a 17
percent increase.
"It's a mindboggling conundrum," said Dave Cheever,
spokesperson for the Attorney
General's office. The AG's office has lent an attorney to
Aranson, beginning Feb. 8. That
will spread the job of reviewing and prosecuting 1,000 cases
per week in the district court
among three, not two, assistant
district attorneys.
The Maine Legislature, responsible for the Attorney
General's and the District Attorneys' budgets, hasn't dealt
out money as fast as police deal
out summonses. Cheever said
Governor John McKernan is
asking the legislature for more
attorneys for Cumberland
County. But it may be months
before it is voted on.
Aranson's colleagues know
he is not the whole problem.
"I'm no friend of Paul (Aranson) - we've had our differences," said Cumberland
County Co missioner Joseph

Maziotti. "But he accomplishes
a lot under pretty adverse conditions."
To address the space problem, Aranson led a bond-issue
drive for a new courthouse,
which passed in November
1985. But construction won't
begin until this summer at the
earliest.
Successful prosecutions create another space problem.
''The jails are overcrowded,"
said Mazziotti. ''Thereareproblems in every aspect of the
criminal justice system."
There's a wild card in the
Cumberland County system.
Cheever said that with the
highest per-capita number of
lawyers of any city in the nation, Portland's legal process is
snarled with legal games.
''There are more defense
lawyers than are healthy," said
Cheever. 'They drag things out.
Lawyers get paid by the hour."
Aranson, reelected in 1986,
has said he will not resign, and
Cheever said any replacement
would face the same problems.
''Yeah? Then what are you
gonna do? Another DA is
gonna walk in the door, throw
up his hands and say, 'Yougotta
be kidding.'"
-Hannah Holmes
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Reading about sports

Casco Bay Weekly is a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cilies and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media, Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street, Portland ,
Maine 04102.
Send us your event listings,
your angry lellers and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all that kind of stuff by
the end of Ih e Thursday prior to
the issue in which you want it
to appear.

775·6601

February 16, 1989
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We love our

CONVERSATION WITH

Pierre Koutsivitis

Country Stuff
and you will too!

Custom
jewelry
and repairs

Don't let our name fool you.
Our shop is filled with
wonderful Country Collectabl€s
to give as gifts or use yourself.
Visit us soon ... you'll be glad you did!

Specializing in repairs
of southwestern
jewelry

Jl WeavefS Shop

Route 1, Freeport
865-1044

136 Main St. , Freeport
Hours :

10- 6 Daily

\;::J

15 School Street, Freeport, ME 865-3143

#9 Bow Street
Freeport, ME 04032

Uncommon
clothes ...

AIR TO BE
DIFFERENT.

for everything from
hiking Katahdin to
skiing Sugarloaf.
Patagonia makes
functional ""H."""
for kids, too.

patagonia"

There is a PIerre and he sUU cuts hair.

CBWfTon ee Harbert

Seconds ' Overruns ' Close-outs

WALK, RUN, DRIBBLE, JUMP•••
~oNO

MATTER WHAT DIFFERENT

,SPORT YOU'RE INTO,
I

Mon.. Wed... lua.m.·-Q·D.rn
Thurs . .. . .... lOa.m .---<lp.m.
Fri., Sat . ..... lOa.m.-6p.m.

J

Sun. . . . .. . .. . lla.m .-5p.m.

JUST DO ITI THE NIKE
STORE CAN HELP BRING
OUT THE ATHLETE

I~

YOUI

11 BOW STREET
FREEPORT, ME
(207) 865-0755
HOURS
MON-SAT 10-7
SUNDAY 10-6

Cheese Mini Riz~a
Small Garden Salad
and a 12 oz. Tap Soda
for Only $2. 50
(Offer good until February 28)

JUST DO IT.'

SAM'S
ITAliAN SANDWicH SHaPPES

!

M~in

Pierre Koutsivitis is the why don't you go by 'Pierre?'"
So I turned. my name into Pi"Pierre's School of Beauty erre for the profession. I've
Culture" on Congress Street. had a thousand students and
After Annette McGuern said they all call me Pierre. No one
in a previous "TALK" that knows me by Nicholas, my first
"There really is no Pierre" name, and nobody called me
(CBW 1/19/89), Pierre and Mr. Koutsivitis - who could
his wife Dorothy got phone pronounce it! My cosmetolocalls from friends and for- gist license, the phone book,
mer students concerned that most of my identification, even
Pierre had left this life and my car's license plate says
gone to the big hair salon in Pierre.
the sky. Pierre is bewildered
that McGuern, a former stu- When did you start the
dent of his and one of the school?
partners who bought the
I started. it in Brunswick
school from him in 1978,
around
'47, and we were in
would be obscure about his
Brunswick
15 or 20 years. But
identity. But Pierre "doesn't
was
no
room there for us
there
want any trouble." He only
to
get
bigger
so we moved to
wants the worried phone
calls to stop and for "people Portland, the biggest city in
Maine. And we became one of
to know I'm alive. "
the biggest and best schools. I
did
all right. I made a couple
Who's Pierre?
of pennies.
After that thing came out in
your paper saying there was Why'd you stop doing it?
no Pierre, I've had over 100
Because of illness, I sold the
people call here to see if I died..
school.
I had a)ot of surgery in
There is a Pierre. I haven't
'77
and
we
sold the business in
been going by the name Pierre
was
bad off. Everyone
'78.
I
just a couple years. When I
was
gOing. They told
thought
I
went to M. Louis' School of
me
goodbye.
But
I fooled. them!
!'fair Design in New York City
And
now
I
feel
better than I
In the 1940s, M. Louis said,
ever
have.
I
knock
on wood.
"Your middle name is Peter,

. . n.u..u". and fOl'fller owner

St., Freeport • 865-4700

Also In leWiston (3), Auburn (2), So. Paris & Augusta

Selling the school must have
been a tough decision.
Sure it was. But my illness
kept me home for months. My
kids weren't interested in taking over the school. Kids today "do their own thing."
Are you still cutting hair?
I'm licensed to, but I don' t
cut hair anymore. When I was
young they'd offer me $100 to
cut hair. That much back then!
When I was young I was good.
Now I'm an old man. You
know "I don't do windows."
Well, now I don' tdo hair. I just
cut my wife's hair, that's it.
Do you miss the school?
I miss the people. My wife
and I worked with the public
all our lives.
What do you do now?
I own apartment houses and
commercial lots in Portland. If
you don' t have anything at my
age, you go bananas. You've
got to have something.
Andy Newman didn't expect to ask
the question "Who's Pierre?" more
than once. He regrets any confusion
or alarm caused by the innial response
to that question a few weeks ago.
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ThsketSaveABundIe
On Otu:Baskets.
i----------ffwiththffiroupon ----------, P\\W\
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Second Anniversary Sale
Storewide
Lhuta and Odlo

Skiwear
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Expires 2-25-89 ___________ I APlace1b[)ic;rover."

Letters for the VIEWS page
must include a signature and
a phone number where you
can be reached during the
day. The phone number and
address will not be printed.
We cannot print letters that
are unsigned or not clearly
written.

78 Main Street, Yarmouth, ME • 846-6480
Winter Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10-5:30 Sat. 10-5

Violence
Limited to first 100 people!

March 3 & 4

MURDER MYSTERY
WEEKEND
at

,

The Thomas Inn & Playhouse
Old Route 302, So. Casco, Maine 04077
Includes:
Lodging Fri. & Sat. night
Fri. - Complimentary Champagne and Hors-d'oeuvres
Sat. - Breakfast & Dinner
Prizes

$195 pp/do
$145 per person without lodging

334 Forest Ave., Portland • 773-3356
M & Th 10-8; Tu, W & F 10-6; Sat. 9-5

NO REFUNDS

207 ·655·3292

Once again we offer our

Fabulous February Special!
This year's purse is 14'xlO'x4', with
wrap around webbing straps, a full length
zippered pocket, zipper closure and as
1'tIti~
usual is made of sturdy 18 oz. canvas.

at the great price of

$1750

made extra special with a
FREE MONOGRAM
usually $7
in these classic rolor rombinations
Navy w /beige
Navy wi red
Bottle Gn:en w/ navy
Lt. Grey w/ narural

Lt. Blue w!beige
Beige w/navy

Moo. Brown w!beige
Taupe w!beige

Once again you have delved
into a matter more complicated
and sordid than anyone article
or publication could possibly
do justice. I applaud your courage in attempting to tackle these
subjects, especially in the absence of such coverage in our
local daily paper. I am writing
in response to your article on
battered women. It was a little
sensationalistic, although that
is unavoidable when covering
such a horrific subject. The information (Le. phone numbers
of helping agencies) may just
help a woman trying to escape
that violent wasteland.
It has been just over a year
since I escaped from just that
cycle of pain and hopelessness
and I feel a point needs to be
made. I do not come from a
family where there was violence either between my parents or directed at my brother
or me. My father is a successful
doctor, my mother a loving
woman, and my brother and I
well brought up and educated.
I had no sympathy for women
who stayed in abusive relationships. I couldn't even begin to
fathom why they were involved
with these men.
Several years after I finished
college I met a charismati
creative man and fell in love.
realized too late that he was an
alcoholic with a psychotic
temper. I stayed with him
almostthreeyears. Whatfinall¥
saved melWas fhe "arrest pr~
ferred"
tern and Ingraham
Voluntee~s, in ~ order:-Aftef>
a lot of time WIth a very dedi~
cated and sympathetic couni

selor r was finally able to realize that the pattern which must
be broken in a societal one; that
we are victims in a world out of
our control. We all suffer from
this feeling to one extent or
another, but what is most
amaZing is how easily such a
feeling can snowball into a literally overwhelming situation.
None of us are invulnerable to
this. No matter what our background, things change. This
more than anything, more than
the idea that a woman "belongs" to a man, is what leads
to the compulsion to control
and hurt. Compulsive controlling behavior is in direct relationship to an inner feeling of
being out of control, Le. being a
victim. We all need to feel in
control. The point is to take
charge of one's own life, not
someone else's.
Sincerely,

(tot:.

1'1.

i( .<, .J).r,~

Karen M. Hamilton

No snow
I read with interest your artide about "snow emergency"
towing in Portland, but frankly
the photographs said it all: tow
trucks dragging cars away in
the middle of the night, on
streets virtually bare of snow.
To a limited extent I can
sympathize with George
Flaherty'S dilemma: if he gives
the city residents fair warning
of the snow tow, the ~eather
may change in the meantime.
When an anticipated blizzard
turIlS into. a light dusting, howv wq d it.Pe a great hard~
ship
i-t)'"simply to can~
cel the "snow emergency"?
Let's avoid all this hypocrisy
and admit what everybody
knows. Five or six times a year
the City of Portland wiV tow a

couple of hundred cars off the
streets at night for no reason
whatever, clearing about $5,000
per tow after the extra police
overhead is deducted.
Sincerely,

~).4--

/

John Whitman

Snow tow
Regarding your recent feature, "Snow Tow," give these
guys a break! The City of Portland, for the safety and benefit
of all, has a towing ordinance.
If that is a problem, appmach
the city, butnotthose employed
to enforce it.
So what if "for the towing
companies, snow is money"?
Fordoctors, illness is money!
For police, crime is money!
For morticians, death is
money!
Life sucks, then you die! So
what?
Maybe you should slosh
around under cars in the snow.
Maybe you should be approached by a verbally and
physically abusive "unwary
driver."
Mayl:>e you should finance
$20,000 plus fora piece of equipment.
Maybe you should have a
premium on insurance liability
coverage of $350,000.
On private lottowing, maybe
you should pay a mortgage on
land on the peninsula. Maybe
you should pay city taxes on
that property, then have trespassers park on it.
tLOOk, whether "out of town"
not, people are responsible
£ r their cars and should be
responsible to other people's
property and city ordinances. ,
Unwary?
I Tough! Didn't see the sign
flOsted? Tough!
Open your eyes Hannah,
there are two sides of this story.

Recycling is an idea whose time
has come, and gone, and come again.
This time it should be here to stay.
Recycling not only reduces the
waste stream, but it also reduces
the amount of new raw material
consumed as well as the energy and
pollution inherent in the production
of a replacement item. The entire
"cycle" is improved.
But the failure of volunteerbased recycling two decades ago
proves that the ' cycle cannot be
fixed by starting in the middle.
Collection alone will not ensure
recycling. Materials also must
be shipped, remanufactured and
remarketed successfully for
recycling to work.
To do this, Maine needs a
comprehensive solid waste law that
restricts excessive packaging,
provides incentives for the development of recycling markets, mandates
the removal of recyclable and
compostable materials from the waste
stream and empowers a comprehensive
solid waste authority to ensure that
the law is sensibly enforced.
That's because piecemeal
recycling legislation without
comprehensive oversight would be
like saving up all of your old
newspapers
and having no place to
take them.
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classified advertising

Bob Bett .. ncourt

A lovely treat for yourself and a thoughtful
gift for Mother's Day, a Birthday, your Hostess ...
Maybe even tuck a few away for next Christmas!

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Trading
Co. Inc.

Name __________________________~----____________________________
~re$

___________________________________________________________
I

Visa or MC # _______________ Expiration - -________ Signature ______-'--__________

-+-_____

C_
oIor
t--______
_________

498 Congress Street, portlanb
772-3932

~.

Come in and check out our holiday specials

·Monogram

Price

Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

OMary L. Doe list as
MlD please underline
letter of last name.
Monogram will appear

Subtotal
ME Resident 5% Sales Tax

n"

M
dllU..l~

Mow 4 weeks for riAl;""",

thru

1989.

I------'--------------j

Shipping r-=2:::.S:.:0'--______________-i
Total L---~~____________.J

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

"We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Toki Oshima

art director

illustration

Dian.. D.sMarais

Excuse us while we wipe the egg off our face.
With this issue w :were also planning to publish our second
issue of Black Diamond, which we had already postponed once.
Through no one's fault but ours, we realized we wouldn't be
able to do Black Diamond as well as we wanted, so we decided
it better not to de) it at all.
My apologies to all our readers and
advertisers who had expressed
interest in Black Diamond.

7t~~

circulation manager

Chris Dani.. ls

Brenda Chandler
Michael Hughes
Sheny Miller
Mike Quinn
columnists

c irculation
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papers every
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paper per reader.
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by Monte Paulsen

Recycling isn't easy around these parts - and
it's going to get worse before it gets better.
Citizens, city workers and legislators are
working on plans to change all that.
They say it's high time we all ...

In a half-dozen paper grocery bags in the kitchen of Mary Lee
Fowler's Portland home, a revolution is being reborn.
One is labeled "clear glass." Another, "cardboard." Still another, "newspaper." About a third of everything Mary Lee
Fowler disposes of goes into one of these bags.
Fowler began separating her garbage this way last November
after reading a newspaper article which suggested that recycling
would help reduce Greater Portland's solid waste crisis. Having
recycled in the early '70s, she already knew how to separate her
garbage. What she didn't know was that there was no place in
Portland for her to take it.
"How is it," she asks, "that in the largest city in Maine we have
no recycling program whatsoever?"
Good question.
Waste-management experts say it's because the markets for
consumer waste are at an all-time low. When it comes to just
getting rid of the stuff, they say that "waste-to-energy" incineration is still cheaper than recycling.
Environmentalists say it's because the waste managers have a
vested interest in their multi-million dollar incinerators. They
say that once the long-term social and environmental costs of
incinerators are included, recycling emerges as the cheaper
option. With the help of Governor John McKernan, they have
pushed a mandatory recycling bill to the top of this year's
legislative agenda.
Local public-works directors, who collect an average of five
pounds of garbage a day from every man, woman and child in
Greater Portland, are wondering how they'll pay for a mandatory recycling program amidst the current property-tax revolt.
MeamvhileJJenVlitonmentally-conscious individuals - people
~;:;=:;;u~ lii:iiMa~41t)l\il~a'rlt>}mst1Wondering what to do with their
..
glass and plastic bottles, their cans, their cardboard, and, yes,
even this newspaper.

The IIcash for trash" ri)yth

'J

In the beginning, recycling was a social.cause. R was some-

... and high-density plast1c.

CBW photos/Tonee Harbert

thing that Boy Scouts and do-gdoders did -not a serious option
for professional waste managers. But as this populist recycling
caught on during the early '70s, some entrepreneurs began
talking about the "gold in garbage," and numerous "cash for
trash" plans were publicized. f
After a decade of such rhetoric, the City of Westbrook learned
the hard way that "cash for trash" is a myth. Only five months
after enacting mandatory curbside collection of recyclables, the
Westbrook City Council suspended their 1983 recycling ordinance. They had reportedly spent $8501 collecting $1383 worth
of recyclable waste, most of which was newspaper.
But the myth survives. In a state where an empty beer bottle is
worth a nickel, people expect a station wagon full of newspapers
to be worth a few bucks.
It isn't. And "things will get 'Worse before they get better,"
admits Mike Fenton, recycling project coordinator at William
Goodman & Sons, a Scarborough paper broker. "The value of
(used) newsprint is rolling backwards at such a dramatic rate
that it's fast becoming a losing item for us."
According to Fenton and other paper brokers, it costs between
$25 and $30 a ton to bale newspapers and another $10 a ton to
truck them to the pier in Boston. This week, those baled papers
are selling for about $25 a ton. In New York the price has already
dropped as low as $5 a ton. Industry analysts predict that brokers
like Goodman will be paying to dispose of newsprint before the
end of.the year.
"I guess you could say it's the proverbial loss leader," jokes
Fenton, wryly, speculating that the glut will get worse.
" Absolutely" agrees Biddeford broker Sam Zaitlin. ''We oper-

ate in pure supply-and-demand markets," says Zaitlin, "and the
supply is way out of whack."
IrOnically, the same waste crisis that has motivated consumers
to recycle has made it more expensive to do so. The excess supply
is the product of mandatory recycling programs initiated within
the last two years in states such as New York and New Jersey,
where the solid-waste crisis has reached epic proportions. Those
programs mandate the recycling of materials such as glass,
plastic, cardboard and newspaper. The big buyers of waste
paper know about the mandates and are leveraging the price
down.
"The problem will not be solved until we get healthy markets
for newsprint and corrugated," concludes Fenton.
"It's all crisis driven right now," says Zaitlin, who sits ona state
advisory council consi<;iering recycling solutions. "But as financially lousy as these markets are," he adds, "they may very well
be better than the disposal alternative."

recycling 25 percent of the waste stream right now, but it just isn't
cost-effective. When you are investing the public's money, you
have an obligation to be very prudent."

Demanding more supply

But Maine's environmental groups don't think that the incinerate-first, recycle-second philosophy is a prudent expense of
their resources. They are offering their own recycling plans - and
their own accounting for the merits of the waste-to-energy
incinerators.
Sharon Treat works for the Natural Resources Council of
Maine (NRCM) and is the only environmental representative on
the state Recycling AdvisOry Council. According to the NRCM's
recycling plan, Maine's three existing waste-to-energy incinerators (MERC, PERC and RWS) have the capacity to bum threequarters of the state's municipal solid waste. Treat points to
recent shortages of garbage at the RWS incinerator as evidence
that the operators of those facilities are stalling recycling plans in
Ton #501
order to guarantee needed fuel for their plants.
In Greater Portland, the "alternative" is to bum the stuff.
George Christie, toxics organizer at the Maine People's AlliGarbage from Gorham and Westbrook goes to the Maine Energy ance in Portland, agrees. "Once the incinerators are in," he says,
Recovery Center (MERC) in Biddeford; everything else goes to "they've locked the surrounding communities in with unrealisthe Regional Waste Systems (RWS) plant alongside 1-95 near tically low rates."
outer Congress Street.
Waste experts estimate the cost of getting rid of a typical mix
But you don't need to go to New Jersey to find the solid-waste of recyclable garbage at more than $100 a ton - which is what
crisis, and "You don't wait until there's trash in the streets before most eastern seaboard cities that are still landfilling estimate
you realize you've got a crisis," says Eric Root. As deputy they'll be paying by the end of this year. But some communities
director of RWS, it's his job to dispose of the five pounds a dilY using MERC are paying as little as $5.25 a ton.
that each man, woman and child ~ RWS's 2fiJllll!JI\blmcmrurtl1"It's a real disincentive to meaningful recycling," says Christie,
nities generates. From his warm j ~in"'dlle~BRtWSil who along with Treat and others argues that the MERC rates do
incinerator building, he considers disposal options with a cold not account for the environmental costs of toxies that may be
eye on the bottom line.
released into the air when the garbage is burned and into
The choices are landfilling, incineration and recycling. A few groundwater when the ash is buried. According to Treat, the
years ago RWS, a publicly-own~ company, was faced with a leg~lature estimates it will be
dramatic growth in its waste stream and a dump that was almost spe1Jding more than $150 milfull. Becauseilicineration would'ed.uc.e the iV()lume of-waste by lion to close existing problem
90 percent immediately, itnbWlb-ar500-ton.,per-day waste-to- landfills. If such "natural" marenergy plantiand 'flegated:!J:ecyding to a committee. "The goal ket forces were considered, they
was reduction," explains Root, "and this (the incinerator) takes say, recycling would compare
out the biggest bite."
dl
more favorably in the eyes of
But incineration and recycling are.notincompatible, says Root. bottom-line watching waste
"We want to be able to use thelmosli cost-effective approach professionals.
available .. . and recycling is part;nfrthat mix':' ,;
Treat maintains that the way
Because of the market realititfsdfon roxyclable waste, "cost- out of the recycling markets
effective" is synonymous with "Qo~w7(oiclaooel' in the garbage dilemma is to guarantee entrebusiness. And for RWS, "cost-a l'llid"nee'!l meanS avoiding ton preneurs a consistent supply of
number 501.
,iriw :to j~ Jrn Jl~,
waste and to provide them with
The math works like this: Right now it costs RWS an average tax incentives that help them
of $33 per ton to bum garbage and make enough electricity to develop and sell recycled proddefray some of its expenses. Although recycling markets fluctu- ucts.
~........:~~lIIIIIlllDJ , rl. ~
ate, Root agrees with industry e;titnates that recycling as a
''We need to push mandatory Mary Lee Fowler sorts her trash in ber kitchen.
disposal technique would probably cost RWS well in excess of collection in order to stimulate
$100 a ton. So it is much cheaper for RWS to bum the garbage and those marke~," she says, adding that she frequently hears from
bury the ashes.
entrepreneurs interested in recycling ventures. She says they tell
Unless, that is, the total amount of commercial and residential her that they need a guaranteed supply in order to invest in
waste unloaded at RWS exceeds the 500-ton-per-day capacity of recovery plants.
the incinerator. Because it would displace nine tons of garbage
''Why should, for instance, a paper company relying on trees
converted to ash, burying that 501st ton would be, according to for pulp convert to paper?" asks Treat. "They've been using trees
Root, "much more expensive." It is with the goal of avoiding that reliably for a hundred years. The supply of adequate waste paper
is unreliable."
extra ton that RWS would like to phase in recycling.
''Recycling has always been part of the long-range plan," says
The NRCM has issued its own recycling plan in hopes of
Root. Construction and operation difficulties with the new plant influencing upcoming legislation. In addition to mandatory colhave prevented RWS's recycling committee from meeting since lection and several other provisions that the Governor's plan is
last summer, says Root, but they plan to reconvene this week. likely to include, the NRCM plan would empower regional recy"It's a cost-effectiveness decision," he repeats. "I'd love to be
continued on _xt p ...._
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What's in your trash?
Household garbage is changing dramatically. Heavily packaged convenience products have replaced Simpler (and more biodegradable) food and yard waste. Although
individual shopping habits can cause these figures to vary from home to home, here's
what's in the average trash can (by weight, according to the state waste office report):

Paper: 35%

Glass containers: 9"k

Records at the RWS incinerator show
that the BTU rating of Greater Portland's
garbage is substantially above average probably due in large part to the glut of
paperwork discarded by banks, insurance
companies and lawyers. Although paper is
one of the easiest materials to recycle, the
current market glut is making it difficult to
sell.

Maine already recovers much of its glass
through the bottle-deposit law. Expanding
that legislation would easily increase the
reuse of this easy-to-recycle material.
(Window glass is different - don't take it to
the recycling center.)

Principally these are compound materials and hazardous waste. Improperly discarded household cleaning and gardening
products pose a significant threat to groundwater, as td heavy metals compounded
into paint, plastic and ink. Since the metal
compounds in radio and toy batteries don't
bum so well, most of them end up in the
ash.
.

Yard waste: 18%
Food waste: 15%

•

Miscellaneous: 6%

Both could easily be separated in the
home and composted locally. For obvious
reasons, yard waste varies dramatically
from season to season. The Maine Department of Environmental Protection is currently rewrf·ti g legislation affecting leaf
composting, hich may be able to reduce
this area's a
mn waste stream by as much Plastic: 3%
as 30 perce . t.
I
A small but dangerous portion of the
waste
stream, many plastics leave toxic
I
compounds behind when burned. IncreasDurable goods: 11 %
Waste managers have nightmares about ingly they are being bonded to paper, cardwhat to do with "white goods" - old refrig- board and foil - making those materials
erators, washing machines and other house- unrecyclable. Biodegradable and photodehold appliances. They are too bulky to bury gradable plastics may ease some con(and many contain hazardous chemicals sciences, but they make no difference when
within motors), they don't bum well and they're burned.
their cheap metal and plastic wouldn't pay
for the labor to disassemble them. The situ- Ferrous metal: 2%
ation with used tires is only slightly better Aluminum: 1%
due to new chipping technologies which
Metal is a marketable commodity when
would allow them to be burned, but not enough of one type is accumulated. Alumirecycled.
num, due to its high market value, is the
one material which is profitably recycled
commercia IIy.
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cling authorities to act as brokers for smaller towns and would
tax the manufacturers of hard-to-recycle items.
"I think the grassroots support for the recycling initiative is
very strong," says Treat. Northeast Research, based in Orono,
has conducted a telephone poll for the NRCM that indicates that
a majority of Mainers strongly support source reduction and
recyeling measures - including a mandatory recycling law,
household separation of trash, prohibiting non-recyclable products, and expanding the bottle law to cover wine, liquor, and fruit
juice containers.
"Mainers are ready for recycling," concludes Treat. '1 think
the legislature will enact serious recycling legislation in 1989"

The year of solid wastepaper
Governor McKernan - who rose to political prominence in the
'70s by championing Maine's bottle bill- has declared 1989 to be
"The Year of Solid Waste." In fulfillment of that pledge, four
major recycling proposals and dozens of single-issue soli,dwaste bills have begun to rain on the capitol like confetti.
In this chicken-and-egg question of sources and markets, the
state and federal governments have mostly played chicken. In
1987, the 113th Legislature passed a solid waste/recycling law
which created the advisory council and a state recycling office.
But the new Office of Waste Recycling and Reduction was
stymied for months in a turf fight over which department it
would become part of, and for months more before staff could be
hired. And no representatives of citizen or environmental groups
were appointed to the Recycling Advisory Council until Treat
and others made a stink about it.
Meanwhile, Governor McKernan has been writing his own
. proposals. Although his staff has consulted with the recycling
office and council- much of the still-unseen plan is believed to
be coming from McKernan himself. And despite the coming
plans from the NRCM, from a municipal solid-waste study
committee and from the state recycling office; despite whi.lt may
be more than a hundred individual bills; and despite the important role that the Energy and Natural Resources Committee will
play in sorting all of these out - many capitol-watchers are
waiting to see if the Governor's plan will take the lead.
Due to be released near the end of the month, McKernan's final
l00-plus page report is likely to include a mandatory statewide
goal of reducing the waste stream by 25 percent through recycling, state funding to help municipalities reach that goal, six
regional waste planning districts and possibly a statewide solid
waste authority, expansion of the bottle bill to include singleserving juice containers and labeling of plastic containers by
resin type for easier segregation. .
The Governor's plan is expected to stop short of stronger
measures supported by the NRCM and several individual legislators, such as putting a priority on waste reduction, expanding
the bottle bill to all beverage containers (including wine and
liquor), allowing the state recycling office to serve as a broker,
banning multi-material packaging, taxing excessive packaging
at the manufacturer's level and restricting hazardous materials
like lead and cadmium which enter the waste stream in products
such as ink, paint and small batteries.

Taking out the trash

End of the line

J.R'lgardle$ Q{ whose plan t1!e final law resembles, George
Flaherty predicts he'll ~~tM§l4 "between a rock and · a hard
place." A mandatory recycling1aw would be the rock; a tax-cap
would be the hardest place.
Flaherty, who directs Portland's Department of Parks and
Public Works, is not alone. Ci~ councilors and public works
directors throughout Greater P[Ortland fear being:forced into
passing along the cost pf expe.nsive-<ll)d inC;Q.1.\venievt curbside
,l
:,f
,[j
collection programs.
Gee Urskin, who runs South fortland's public wQrks department, is already facing a spend~g cap and knows he'll soon be

Recycling alone cannot fix the,"larger preblem.# The time has
come to wake up and smell the>lgarbag~. I ~rl G1Jib~ 1.f '{11911bH
Greater Portland is generating 10 percent more waSte'every
year than the year before. At that rate, the increase in waste is
double that of the increase in population.
And nothing can be recycled indefinitely. Every compound
and fiber br~aks down furtherwfth each remanufacturing. Sooner
or later YO@just have to fhrow<thestuff away.
People like Mary Lee Fowler and others who first began
recycling tWo decades ago find1tironic that waste professionals
are only talking about recycling now that Maine in the middle of

heaven can't wait
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recycling on a budget. '1 would imagine we'll probably have to
get into it," he says. '1 think that it (sorted collection of recyclables) is the way to go."
Sorted collection is "the way to go" because it's the only way
to separate household recyclables while keeping them clean
enough to retain any market value (dirty glass and wet newspapers are even harder to sell). But curbside collection requires
residents to sort their own garbage, just as Mary Lee Fowler is
doing. And that requires tremendous participation from taxpayers, many of whom are already straining under the $33 a ton they
are paying for disposal now.
"Look," says Flaherty, "we have a hard time just getting
people to leave their plastic bags by the curb on the right day."
Flaherty, who has been with the city since the volunteerism
recycling era, says that the sort of cooperation necessary for a
curbside program to work is much more easily obtained in a less
urban environment.
Recycling activity throughout Greater Portland supports that
idea. Several smaller towns have volunteer-style recycling collection centers at dumps or transfer stations; Freeport mandates
that commercial cardboard be recycled (L.L. Bean uses plenty)
and has several drop-off centers for newspaper; and Cumberland began curbside pickup of newspaper and clear glass last October. (See "Towns with recycling programs," page 11.)
But David Lane, who directs one of the state's first curbside
pickup programs up in Brunswick, says it's never easy. Brunswick began collecting recyclables on a one-category-per-week
rotating basis in 1980 and was able to reduce the residential
waste stream by about 10 percent. Last October the city purchased a special compartmentalized truck and began weekly
collection of all recyclables. The recycling truck follows the
regular garbage truck and picks up glass, cardboard and newspaper set out alongSide the rest of the trash. Lane says that
compliance is increasing steadily - he thinks it'll reach 2S percent
this year.
Flaherty points to Brunswick as a model for what Portland
might do. ''They made a decision and they did it," he says.
''That's the kind of commitment you need." When Flaherty says
"commitment," he means "money."
''We need to be able to demonstrate that curbside collection
can work," says Flaherty, ''before City Council is going to allow
us to go out with a new program."
Flaherty's department is working with the newly-launched
Peaks Island Neighborhood Association to implement a one- to
two-year curbside collection pilot program. Peaks, he says, is an
ideal testing ground because it is a conveniently confined neighborhood, it is almost entirely residential and the city has weekby-week tonnage records for the past several years.
"Living in a closed system, islanders are perhaps more aware
of the cycle of consumption and waste," says Carol Eisenberg,
who chairs the neighborhood association's environmental committee. The pilot program, which Eisenberg hopes will be collecting recyclables by Memorial Day, calls for closing the island's
transfer station one day a week so that no additional city labor
will be needed.
'1£ we can take a little section of the city and figure out what
works and what doesn't," says Flaherty, "we should be able to
get an indication about how to deal with the larger problem."

whon tho moon Is full on monday. the 20th of
february 1989, kevin john joseph higgins will be
speaking 0Ee vilally importanl subjecl of pontanal
and planot ry transformatlon---a motaphyslcal por·
spectlvo. •
ial emphasis shall be placed upon the
meanrng 0 oneness from a spirirually scientific point
of view, and the will (expression/suppression) and its
vital, yetlorgonen role in personal and planetary (ad·
vancement/stagnation).
the inevitable mOfging of related material to be shared
by kevin will include-whal is really happening 10 the
earth on a cosmic level-how are you and your created
social structures being affected----who Bre you--who
are you nOI-and why you can"! remember-

earthquakes and other mass evacuations-space
beings-what is their role-how are they selnessly
assisting their veiled brothers and sisters on planet
earth-listening to your inner voice and following it
regardless of social, domestic and other s~'·crealed
pressures.
on this evening, Ihatwe may but learn to share,
express and be love unconditional-once again.
tho first parish un~.rb," church
425 congress 8treevportland. maine
monday the 20th of lebruary 198917·10:30
doors open al 6:30
admission is eleven dollars/lor tickels and other
information. please call or write. on. of
p.o. box 15143, porlland, me 04101
207·774-0308i871-()287
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a crisis. The irony continues.
''Waste reduction is today where recycling was 15 to 20 years
ago," sighs George MacDonald, who used to run Brunswick's
program and now heads the state's new waste recycling and
reduction office. MacDonald, along with representatives from
other Northeast states, is meeting with manufacturers in order to
attempt to persuade them to avoid multi-material packaging
(such as foil-laminated cardboard shrink-wrapped in plastic which for practical reasons cannot be separated for recycling and to use less packaging in general. But asking the consumer
manufacturing community to trim packaging is like conducting
arms talks. No one wants to unilaterally depackage.
Although consumer pressure - through boycotts and individual purchasing decisions - has caused a few companies to
modify their packaging, it will probably require legislation to
fors.e widespread change. It has taken two decades for recycling
to grow from a grassroots activity to a public-policy tool; will it
take another 20 years before something can be done about manufacturing the trash in the first place?
''Why should anybody be allowed to create - and profit from
- something," asks George Flaherty, "and then make the local
taxpayer pay to get rid of it?"
Monte Paulsen is editor of Casco Bay Weekly. His housemate says that he
forgot to take out the trash this week.

Towns with recycling programs:
Brunswick
Weekly curbside collection
of most recyclables. Some additional materials may be left
off at the recycling center.

Freeport
Receptacles for clean,
bundled newspaper at Soule
School, Morse Street School,
Freepart Middle School and
Town Hall. Recycling center at
Cape Elizabeth
landfill accepts newspaper, corAccepts newspapers attrans- rugated cardboard, glass and
fer station.
high-density plastic. Open Tue
& Fri, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sat,
Cumberland
8 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Collects clear glass and newsprint along with curbside gar- Gray
bage on second and Fourth
Recycling center al land~1I
weeks of the manth.
accepls newspaper, corrugated
cardboard, glass and used maFalmouth
lor oil. Open Tues, Weds, Fri 8
Recycling center at landfill a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sol, Sun 7
accepts newspaper, cardboard, a.m. to 3 p.m.
glass. Open Tue& Thu, 12a.m.
104 p.m. and Fri & Sat, 9 a.m. Yarmouth·
to 4 p.m.
Recycling center at land~1I
accepls newspaper, corrugated
cardboard and glass. Open
Mon, Wed, Thu, Sat & Sun.
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201.775.7049
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883-4600
I. Zaidin & Sons
Biddeford

283-3012
Northern Recycling
lewiston

782-0747
For glass and aluminum containers and high-density plastic:
Maine Beverage
Container Service
Porrland

774-0735
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any frame at Maine
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IF you live outside of these
towns, consider contacting a
commercial recycler. Some continue to take newspaper for free,
some do nol.
For cardboard, office paper
and newspaper:
William GoOdman & Sons
Scarborough

Offcr not applicable to progessive
lenses or prior orders. No other
discounts apply.

MAINE
PROFESSIONAL
OPTICIANS

980 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME
797-9165

102 Exchange Street
Portland, ME
775·1819
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Fighting fads

GALLERIES
Annette and
Rob Elowitch*
26 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-EiJ 11
'Maine license #00795

On All Custom Draperies.
Waverly, Schumacher, Carole, Cohama-Riverdale,
Artmarker, Anj u-Woodridge.
Good through February

The ~m&~ Shop
Drapery Experts Since 1936

644 Congress Street, Portland in the Lafayette Town House
Between Longfellow and Congress Square • FREE Parking-Ask al our front door

sored by U.S. Rep Jim Cooper
(0-Tenn.) The bill would,
among other things, make light
mean light. The bill has been
floating around the halls of
Congress for years, waiting for
a boost of support.

The "lite" scam

Beyond oat bran

An example: Today, snake oil
Dried beans and peas,ittums
salesmen could hustle any out, are also rich in soluble fibottle of olive oil and, it seems, ber - the substance that makes
we would buy it happily, with oat bran lower your blood chovisions of being cholesterol-free lesterol. According to the Cenwithinmonths.Bertolliis~oing ter for Science in the Public
it to us right now.
Interest (CSPI),a daily half-cup
ali ve oil, as you probably of cooked beans or peas (pinto,
know, was recently proven to kidney, Navy and black beans;
lowercholesterollevels. But it's chick-peas, split peas and lenalso high in calories. So Bertolli tils) will lower your cholesterol
has begun selling another ver- three percent in a month. That's
sion - "Extra Light" olive oil. the same effect derived from
One problem: According to regular bowlfuls of oat bran (or
Tufts University, Bertolli's oats, which serve equallywem.
Extra Light oil has the same
This is a good thing, since the
number of calories as its tradi- fad scammers have obviously
tional "Classico" - 120 per ta- noticed the crowds at the oat
blespoonful. Ahem, said Tufts bran shelves. For instance,
to Bertolli. Well, the company Kellogg's "Cracklin' Oat Bran"
replied, the meaning of "extra is made with saturated cocolight" here is that the new oil nut oil, which raises cholesterol
has a milder taste.
levels, perhaps more than the
Bertolli is not alone. Appar- bran has dropped it.
entlya flock of companies are
A slew of other oat bran
cashing in on the diet obses- products have so little soluble
sion with similar light food fiber in them that it takes
scams.
mountains of the stuff to get
Pillsbury's Hungry Jack Ex- the magic three percent drop.
tra Light Pancake and Waffle In Health Valley's case, accordMix, Tufts discovered, has · ing to CSPT, you must eat 16 to
basically the same nutritionall 18 of their oat bran cookies or
cd'rti~(f$itl~.~ ~:*itH'90 ctllcfties 9 91 of their animal crackers to
aHa 1*b~m:tAA~fTh.nd1 get the same effect as a bowl of
cake - as most other pancakes oats. The same goes for Genon supermarket shelves. Oh, eral Mills' "Oatmeal Raisin
said Pillsb4TY, "extra light" in Crisp," of which you must eat
this case merely means the ; six cups of the cereal each day.
pancakes have a "thinner, fIat- ' Or Continental'gIl "Oatmeal
ter" texture.
• Goodness Bn!ad,"f"'hich must
Or take Lipton's "Lite CUp- be Eonsurrfm at a f rate of 15
a-Soups," which promise buy- slices a day.
ers a soup with "fewer calo- I
ries" and "less sodium."
••
Some of Lipton's "lite" soups Vltamin C
are substantially lighter on ,. Eight different studies show
these scores than Lipton's regu- that people who took Vitamin
lar line of instant soups. But C supplements had only onesome aren't. A serving of lite tenth of a cold less each year
lemon chicken soup, for ex- than others, a difference the
ample, contains 45 calories - American Journal of Medicine
the sameas its standard chicken considers insignificant. Howvegetable cup-a-soup. The lite ever, one study by the Universoup does have 50 fewer milli- sity of Wisconsin showed that
grams of sodium - that is, 540 oncepeoplecaughtcolds,large
compared with 590.
doses of C - 500 milligrams
The moral of this story is four times a day - did lessen a
obvious: Unite against lite cold's debilitating effects. (The
abuse. Seriously, if you want government's Recommended
more honesty in food advertis- Daily Allowance is 60 milliing, write your congress mem- grams a day, though some scibers about the Fair Food Label- entists consider this the miniing and Advertising Act, spon- mum.)

rr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:1

The Ijning
Is Free

The thing about trends is that
at some pOint, if only out of
impishness, you just want to
rebel. Right now there is plenty
of information to help you do
just that - and be healthier for
it.

March 12
8:00 pm
City Hall
Auditorium
Portland

Studies have also found that
as little as 500 milligrams of C
each day can cut your chances
of cancer in internal organs. The
Linus Pauling Institute further
maintains that when people
who already had cancer took
massive doses of C - 10,000
milligrams a day ormore-they
lived seven times longer than
cancer patients who dismissed
the vitamin.
Other studies unfortunately
show that large doses of C can
also contribute to internal disorders, such as diarrhea, or, in
rare cases, kidney stones. Tufts
believes we risk such problems
even with the normal daily
mega-doses of 250- to 1,000milligram tablets, as normally
sold on vitamin shelves. But
Dr. Elliot Dick, author of the
University of Wisconsin study,
said such side-effects have
occurred only rarely, and generally at doses of 4,000 to 10,000
milligrams a day.
If you're feeling cautious,
therefore, it might be an idea to
save large supplements of C
for the onset of a cold, as Pauling
first advised. But if you do cut
back, do it gradually. In some
rare cases, drastic reductions
in the consumption of C has
caused sensitive gums and
other symptoms of scurvy,
especially in infants of mothers
who mega-dosed during pregnancy. In any case, avoid the
chewable tablets. They erode
your teeth.
There is good news for
adults. No cure has been found
for the cold because there are at
least 100 strains of the virus.
But each time you get a cold,
you grow inpnune to that particular form. In other words,
the older you get, the tougher
you are, and the less you need
to buy expensive vitamins.
Especially when you consider
that there is a full day's dose of
C in an orange or grapefruit, as
well as a red bell pepper, or a
haJf-cup of broccoli or Brussels
sprouts.

The Itsh fad
Low in fat, low in cholesterol, easily digestible and full
of tough little fatty acids that
fight cancer, these critters seem
to be the world's perfect protein. Indeed they are. The problem is a lot of fish have been
found to be riddled with pesticides and industrial waste pollutants. Even notorious carcinogens like PCBs and DDT,

banned a decade ago, are still
showing up in fish tissue. What
to do?
Continue to eat fish. But
consider these tips developed
by the Center for Science in the
Public Interest.
In general, the fattier the fish,
the more dangerous it is. Pesticides and other toxics accumulate in fat.
The safest fish are those
caught off-shore, but many are
still contaminated, such as
swordfish, shark or albacore
tuna. The leaner and safer fish
are, in this order, cod, haddock,
pollock and yellowfin tuna.
(Unfortunately, yellowfin is
often caught with the nets that
are also killing dolphins. But
more and more are caught with
lines. Ask for some history. Fish
salespeople, even wait staff,
often know it.)
.
The fish to avoid, especially
if pregnant or breast-feeding,
are those caught in fresh or
shoreline waters, since they are
often closer to industrial and
farmland pollution. (Shoreline
fish are pink, chum and sockeye salmon; sardines; herring;
and, most worrisome, bluefish
and striped bass.)
Bottom fish (crabs, lobsters,
catfish and carp) are the most
dangerous since they feed in
sediments often tainted with
carcinogenic metals. Country
people might especially reexamine their taste for ~atfish,
the most {;ontaminatW fish 9~ ,
all.
Before cooking, trim away
the skin, the fatty belly flap and
any dark meat. This is where
the bulk of the toxies end up.
Avoid raw fish, since cooking
neu tralizes many contaminants. Cook the fish on a rack, if
possible, so the fat can drip
away. Don't make sauces out
of the drippings or cooking
water. And don't eat the
"mustard" in blue crabs or the
"tamale" in lobsters.

TIckets
available at
all TICketron
outlets
or by calling

1·800
382-8080

YOUR CAR
YOUR INVESTMENT
We know how important your car is to you.
Whether you are looking to increase your
trade-in value, or seeking to upgrade it for
yourself, we do it all.
We are profeSSional and thorough, from
adding a sunroof, stereo or mud-flaps to
custom carpeting, pinstriping, dash
replacement & dying. We'll paint the
bumpers, tint your glass & custom cover
your seats. Tell us what you need and
we'll do it.
If you invested thousands in your car, you
should invest 10 minutes in a phone call.

&illf11@c(CIHJIEW
[D) IE1I&lll1ll]~IC~

101 John Roberts Road (Behind the Maine Mall)

773-5592
COMPLETE CLEANING

"Give us your carfor 3 hours and we'll return it like new."

Winter Spring 8

Pesticide dangers
First, industry has developed
some safer farm chemicals. But
the federal government is not
helping matters. Recently, the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) loosened its
restrictions.
Forcommitted fresh produce
eaters in humid areas, that's
especially bad news. EPA has
always based its regulations on

HEWINS TRAVEL
CON ' S U L TAN T S I N C

continued on next page

100 Commercial St.
772-7252
1-800-626-8600

400 So. Borough Dr.
South Portland
774-3911
1-800-392-5150
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_ _ _ _ _ _• nationwide averages-average
pesticide ~e and average food
.........•.•••.........................................•........
consumption. Unfortunately,
fanners in humid climates use
Meet JON SCHOEN
many times more fann chemicals than their peers in other
regions. And millions of people
and a sneak peek at the new spring styles & colours
everywhere eat many times
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd
more fresh produce than the
"average" American. That
means avid consumers of nonorganic fruits and vegetables
selected Birkenstock shoes, sandals
or clogs with our ad. Feb 23, 24, 25
in the east continually eat many
times more chemicals than EPA
considers safe.
Furthennore, regulations on
337 Forest Ave.· Portland, ME • 773-6601 'Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear' the meaning of "organic" vary
so from state to sta te that it's
hard to be sure what you're
getting, even with an organiC
label. (Thirty-three states have
no standards at all.)
Citizens to the rescue. Former Sen. George McGovern
and Ralph Nader are now organizing a petition campaign
for new laws that would enOUf pizza specials will have you singing, too.
courage organic fanning and
Made with delicious fresh dough, homemade
tax pesticide use. Interested in
sauce and mozarella cheese, evelY bite is a
helping? Call Beth Kaufman at
noteworthy experience.
CSPI, (202) 332- 9110.
While the petitions are circuAmato's February Specials
lating (until spring), a little
company in Hollywood has
Large pizza
Dinner Special
come up with an organic proHomemade Lasagna
duce washer. Consumers
$1.25 Off
with Meatballs
Health Research Inc. says its
Small pizza
"Fruit & Vegetable Wash" is "a
$3.99
mild, organic and biodegrad.75 Off '
able" cleansing fluid which
laboratory tests prove can
remove "up to 97 percent of all
71 India St., Portland
773-1682
tested pesticides and other con1379 Washington Ave., Portland
taminants" - including the wax
797-5514
on
apples.
1108 Broadway, South Portland
If the company's before-and767-59 16
3 Main St., Gorham
after photo is accurate, the wash
839-2511
seems to work. (Grape dust and

SPRING PREVIEW

apple wax both seemed to
vanish.) Supppsedly, all you do
is shake or rub the food in a
solution, rinse, eat. Curious?
Call the company at (818) 7108130.

Of~~~U.S.A.

10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

OFF

~walkal,mJ
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t

WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY SALE

Our F ehruary join Up special
is for you!
'1\"0 Great Months for $49

Ultrasonic
humidifiers

includes Weight Training
or Computerized Aerobics

These gizmos are designed
to bring a little moisture to dry,
steam-heated homes, without
dispersing the bacteria and
mold old humidifiers did.
The catch is the humidifiers
are strictly designed for filtered
or distilled water. When people
go straight to the faucet, as
many do, the machine's ultrasound spreads the water's minera Is into the air. When inhaled,
according to the University of
California, these particles penetrate the deepest part of the
lungs, where they may increase
your susceptibility to colds, the
flu, asthma and bronchitis.
Besides the minerals, tap
water often includes trace
amounts of pollutants like lead
and radon, even asbestos,
which wreaks havoc on the
lungs. When all these pollutants are put together, according to a test by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
ultrasound humidifiers using
average tap water filled a room
with 40 times the air pollutants
allowed in outdoor air.
Be careful out there.
Todd Oppenheimer is an Associ·
ate Editor of the North Carolina Inde·
pendent.

or

use the $49 toward
a monthly dues program

PARTY!

Offer expire. 2128189

U(·gis'(·r
trip for 2

for n .·'IU~I~
'Iu· U:''':um.s!

110"'"

'0

170 U.s. Roule I,
Falmouth, ME • 781.4502
·ONE TIME INITIATION
FEE

Friday
FEB.
17

FEB.
18

Mexican ~e5taurant
Waterin~
Hole

Open 4 p.m. • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon .. Fri.
242 St. John St., Union Station Plaza, Portland, ME • 874-6444

Morgan's

the heat on!

saloon

~((~5~
We startAfrom scratch!
--------------------,

rS AVE
I

i

l

GREEK
SALAD

Just The Fax

I

$l.Q(t $3 JU
rn~;~ i

I Assortejl cmpve~etables: leaflellucej Iteb,trrg • ("
.. •
lettuce, raddlsbes, oniOns, tomalOOsll'UCunM!,
~ greek olives, green peppel'!, musbrooiIs and faa cheese. ___ ?

,oupon

__

That's all it takes!

I

Just: Fax .in your lunch order and it:
will be ready for take out: or sit: down!

~

• Bruno's Fax # 773-4196 •
" ,

DRIVE ,THE BARGAIN HOME

You've seen our Express lunch menu.
Now you can Fax in your order!
It's quick, it's convenient, it's delicious!
Get a free lunch with every take out order over $20.00

NO EFFORT DOWN
I w ill find tha t new,

used ~Ir leased car you are search ing

Early Bird Spe dals 4-6 P.M . • Free Parking
VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERlCA EXPRESS

for.

BRUNO 'S3~~
773-3530

I will do the looking.
I will do thel neJlotiating.
But we will malle the deal.

:::

It's a wh ole new concept in car buying.

::2~~~~~ It rids you of the time, the aggravation
and it saves you money.

Don't :'Iliss

Our Annual

Call me. Tell me what you want.
I'll connect you to that perfect car.
NEW, USED, LEASING • Buying Consultant • Perry Rumo, owner

ME 04106

Procras t'mator'Sal
s e

"The Sooner you Starts Thur., Feb 16 30% OFF
come in, the more
Fri., Feb. 17 20% OFF
you'U save!"
Sat., Feb. 18 10% OFF

THE CAR CONNECTION

13B Ocean Street, South Portland,

Monday
FEB.
20

Free Hot Dogs, Sodas & Apple Pie!
All 1989 Models Are In ... Lowest Prices
Highest Trade Ins!

d

A

Saturday

• (207) 767·6111

(l

All in stock accessories, hardware, 14thting, giflJl Be more in bolh storesl
Sale excludes oak desD, files Be consignment iteml.
New this year... IO% OFF
() F\
all special orders placed during sale.
~
-.c ~

SWpW~k&C~o
8 Moulton SL • 775-11057

t:,C .

fJ

H~~~

235 Commercial SI. • 775-!U6

HEWINS TRAVEL

CON ' S V L TAN T S I N C

100 Commercial St.
77~72S2

1-800-626-8600

400 So. Borough Dr.
South Portland
774,3911
1·800-39~S1S0
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Abolishing war is the
subject of a series of five
talks being offered by
Veterans for Peace. Col.
John F. Barr, vice president
of the organization, will
give the first of these talks,
Brad Terry
and AI Miller

in a scene from
"Tilbury Town
and Other Folks," .

opening February 17

at The
Theater

"Abolish War - It's Our
Only Option," at 7 p.m.. at
the Westbrook-Warren
Congregational Church,
810 Main St., Westbrook.
Questions and discussion
will follow the address. All
are welcome to attend.
Margo Adair, author of
'Working Inside Out: Tools
for Change," will speak at
the first fund-raiser for the
Fourth American Bioregional Congress, which
will be held in Winthrop in
August 1990. The Congress
is an opportunity for
people to gather and discuss a continent's ecological and environmental
concerns, rather than just
its political concerns. The
funds donated will be used
to cover the travel expenses
of the people attending the
Congress, so as not to
exclude participants for
flnancial reasons. Ms. Adair
will speak on the subject of
her forthcoming book
about the constructive uses
of power at 7:30 p.m. at the
Maine Writers Center, 19D
Mason St., Brunswick. For
more information on the
talk or the Congress, call
729-5083.

the mime and movement of
Al Miller and music of jazz
clarinetist Brad Terry. The
production opens tonight
and continues through
March 5 at The Theater
Project, 14 School St., Brunswick. Performances are
Thursday-Saturday at 8
p.m., Sunday at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $8 and $6. For
reservations, call 729-8584.
Mezzo soprano Sofia
Nyblom and pianist Jeffrey
Gilliam perform songs by
Schumann, Brahms, Ravel,
Faure and Charles Ives at
7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick.

Arrow
plays
at the
Tree Cafe
February 25.

Folk musician Bill Staines,
a frequent guest on "Prairie
Home Companion" and
"the funniest left-handed
upside-down guitar player
around," performs tonight
at the Curtis Little Theater
at The Center for The Arts,
804 Washington St., Bath.
Opening for Staines will be
Salem St. Showtime is 8
pm. Tickets are $6 in advance (available at
McBean's Music in Brunswick and the Chocolate
Church) and $8 at the door.
Reservations are encouraged,729-3185.

a Biblical Theology of
Creation," examining the
biblical account's challenge
to people to be partners
with God in exercising
responsible stewardship of
the environment and in
creating a just and peaceful
earth. The address will be
followed by a reception and
a tour of the library. The
event is free and open to
the public. For more information on the center and
the courses be offered
there, call 874-2214.
Give Peace A Dance, a
b(!nefit for the Maine Peace
"Tilbury Town and Other
Campaign,
is taking place 8
Folks" is based on the
pm-12
midnight
at Zootz,
poetry of Maine poet Ed31
Forest
Ave.,
Portland.
ward Arlington Robinson,
Admission is $5 at the door
and New England poets
.
Robert Frost and e e
The General Theological and proceeds will be used
cummings. Characters Center of Maine is a private towards the Campaign's
operating expenses.
from the poems come non-profit organization
to life through
funded through membership and contributions. The
Center, with its non-denominational theological
library of 40,000 volumes
on things religious, ethical
The 15th annual Multiple
and social, has moved to
Sclerosis
Society Read-aPortland from Beacon Hill
thon
begins
today and
in Boston. Although the
Center moved to Portland continues through March
last fall, its public opening 20. The MS ~ead-a-thon is a
nati<?nwide Wadillg prois being hela. today at 4
gram that motivates chilp.m. at the State Street
Church, 159 State St., Port- dren to read books and
land. The keynote address newspapers in their spare
time in an effort to raise
will be given by Professor
money to fight multiple
Bernhard Anderson on
"The Human Role in God's sclerosis. Everyone who
Creation: The Exposition of completes the Read-a-thon

PANEL
Lou Reed • Roy Orbison
Traveling Wilburys

DISCUSSION

$7.49 LP & Cassette
$13.99 CD
E~3 live from N.Y.C. Jazz Legend

o d
•

FE 27

McCOY TYNER TRIO

~ Tickets
2 Shows! 7:30 and 10 pm
available at ZOOTZ & Amadeus Music

§

ZOOTZ: Where you hear alilhe great music
from Jazz to Acid House.

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND. 773-8187

ART IN

FEB. 18·21

•

1l \bi1:s
RECORDS • TAPES • CD'S

7:30 p.rn.

GAUERY127

AT PRICES YOU SHOULD
HAVE BEEN PAYING

See page 32

127 Mtddle Street
PortkJnd, Maine 04101
(207) 773·3317

GHOSTS
Christopher Hampton
directed by Mel Marvin

Jan. 31 - Feb. 19

**srAGE**
COMPANY

II!l

FEB. 22·26
WED-SAT 7,9
SAT· SUN MAT 1 SUN EVE 7
~

" " ' - ' _ _1

. W

no.

•

ANIMATION

h.t ....- - - . . _ _ _ ..

==

2SA ForeS! Ave. (off Congress)

III

774-0465

Co·produced by
F.S. James of Northern New England
and Maine Savings Bank

St. Portland

Miss Madri Gras again?
The Japan America Society
of Maine offers a taste of
festivals from the Far East
in a slide lecture program
on Japanese festivals at 7
p.m. The slide program will
The second lecture in
be given at the South PortGreater Portland Landmarks' series "Preservation land Public Library and is
free and open to the public.
as Public Policy" is being
For more information, call
774-4014.
and white
film of the
early arctic
explorations
by Capt.

are in town
Sunday at the
Tree Cafe.
For ticket
information,
call 774·1441.

- -B;a~lhe "W7n;rBI:e71- ~

772·9600

Order any two Dinner Specialities
from our new expanded menu and

the lower priced dinner is FREE
with this coupon. Mon-Fri
from 5-7 p.m. thru Feb. 28.

-MOON

Cheap thrills ... Municipal
organist Earl Miller performs "The Marche Militaire" by Charles Gounod,
"Radetzky March" by
Johann Strauss, "Claire de
Lune" and a toccatta-style
work by American theater
organist Edith Lane on the
Kotzschmar organ in City
Hall Auditorium at 7:45
p.m. The concert is free, but
donations are accepted.
The Boogie Bash is Back.
A smoke- and alcohol-free
dance, featuring an eclectic
mix of music from bluegrass to Afro-pop and
everything in between, is
being given at Ram Island
Studio, Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave, Portland. The dancing
goes on from 9 p.m. until
12:30 a.m. Admission is $3.
For more information, call
775-5645.

Hot, hot, hot, it's not. But
Arrow, the winner of the
Trinidadian steel pan
competition, is in town for
a show at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland.
Buster Poindexter recorded
Arrow's hit, "Hot, Hot,
Hot" up here in the northern climes for those of us
who think the Tropic of
Cancer is another carcinogen to be avoided. The
original promises to be
truly sub-tropical.

Fleetwood

by Henrik Ibsen

PORTLAND

limited tickets $3
March 2nd

@]

SAT - SUN MAT 3:45
SUN·TUE 7.9

ITS PAST AND
WHERE IT'S HEADED??

Ted Musgrave & The GMen, writer and performer
of the title tracks to Greg
Stump's ski movies, will
make their first appearance
in six years at The Brunswick in Old Orchard
Beach at 9:30 p.m. Admission is $3.
"The Front Page," the
movie that has been remade a thousand times
(okay, maybe that's a bit of
an exaggeration), stars Pat
O'Brien and Adolphe
Menjou. "The Front Page"
is about a news
editor

Robert Bartlett is being
restored and transferred to
videotape at the PerryMcmailin Arctic Museum
at Bowdoin. A presentation
of some of this restored
film - including introductory remarks on the film by
the people who have restored it, narration and a
question and answer period - will be given at 7:30
p.m. in Kresge Auditorium,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

and a reporter, who fight
corruption and fall in love.
The movie airs at 7:30 p.m.
on channel 24.

translation by

. CRY fRUDOM

AMERICA

};.i\P
/

10 EXCHANGE ST. • LOWER LEVEL
OLD PORT

FEB. 15-19
WED - SAT 7 (one show only)
• SAT ·SUN MAT 1

is recognized for his or her
efforts with fun prizes. The
grand prize at the Portland
Public Library is a trip for
four to Orlando. Visit the
Portland Public Library's
Children's Room for more
information.
For the metaphysically inclined, Kenin John Joseph
Higgins will be speaking on
the subject of "Personal and
Planetary Transformation A Metaphysical Perspective"
at 7 p.m. at the First parish
Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland. Tickets are $11 and
are obtained by calling 7740308 or 871-0287.

given by Dwight Merriam,
a land use attorney with
Robinson & Cole of Hartford, on "Preservation
Ordinances: Fifty Years of
Precedent." The lecture is
at 12 noon in the First
.Parish Church,425 Congress St., Portland."The
session will feature a slide
lecture, followed by discussion and questions from the
audience. It is free and
open to the public.
Museum docent Don
Lounsbury will discuss the
use of light and shadow in
works in the Portland
Museum of Art collection
in a talk titled "Sunlight
and Shadow." Mr.
Lounsbury will give the
talk today and Friday at
12:30 p.m. The talk is free
with museum admission.
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Let The Stars Be Your Guide
On Love, Marriage. Business, etc ...
Never·failing Help and Advice
IFYOU NEED
QUESfIONS ANSWERED
OR SOME PROBLEMS SOLVED ...
... CALL TODAY

aekage

See page 32
1!2~F~eJl~P,!f~~ :..8]]!6~: L...::=======
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HALF PRICE WITH AD

*

CRYSTAL READINGS
Horoscope Charts· Ilrighton Ave.
All rendings private and confidential
Call for appointment 871·7134

-
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16th Port City All Stars
23rd Motown Review

f

2nd Steve Smith and the Nakeds

•

9th Ben Baldwin & the Big Notes
16th Ami! & The Motor City
Rhythm Kings

SILVER
SCREEN

23rd Eight to the Bar
30th Port City All Stars

Cry Freedom Richard Atte~borough
of "Ghandi" fame directed thiS m~v.,e
about the relationship of black acnvlst
Stephen Biko (playedby Denze.1Washington) relationship With JOurnalist D~n
aid Woods (Kevin Kline) in South Africa
in 1975.

•••
Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mall _
, S Portlard
774-1022
TIM_
(open. Fob 17)
12:45, 2:55, 5, 7:05, 9~ 5
01. . .1... TIM Cub.
(opens Fob 17)
1, 3~0, 5:15

- ...

12:45, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
TIM FI, II
1,3:10, 5:15, 7:25,9:35
ThNe FUlI"I....
1,15, 3:20, 5:25,7:30,9:35

....,-

1 :30, 4, 7, 9:25
W_lngOlri
12:30,2:45, 5:05, 7:30, 9:45
7:30, 9:45 ~::er Feb 17

c:;,....->------------
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IVORY TOWER

Joshua Russell and PLUCK THEATRE

lillit.,.4••

Spy - LYRIC NIGHT

THE WILD HEARTS
and

1, 3:15,5:25,7:35, 9:45
"_Alibi

The Accidental Tourist In this
movi e based on th e novel by ~nne
Tyl er, William Hurt stars as an mtro verted travel writer who faces emoti onal difficulties following the death .of
his son and a separation from hiS Wife
(Kathleen Turner). Geena pavis plays a
pet trainer who turns Hurt s life around.
The best scenes in the movie center
around the writer'S eccentric Baltimore
family headed by his sister, wonderfully
portrayed by Amy Wright.

Kidstiff from N.H. with

Don't Try This At Home

from Boston

@i!!jltt.St4ili

Bebe Buell and the
Gargoyles
E,I".,.\*4P·

LEVI JAMES and FRIENDS

"Beyond the Blues"

a,]ii i!~ :1-ll1&'}1 1:)

LOOK FOR Record Release Party for the TWO SAINTS-March 3rd

lEI:l i{ll'(i :(i I
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1HERFDUGHTREVUE

~
featuring

King Cadillac &
The Eldorado Horns
Werll be back at Raoul'sin june",Every
Wednesday Nighl Now booking Spring
and Summer Weddings and privateparties,
Featuring
40 years of

Beache. Bette Midler and Barbara
Hershey play lifelong friends. Midler is
an aspiring star, Hershey a well-to -do
wasp. The movie has its moments
(about three of them and they're not too
memorable), but it is one of those
movies about a loved one slowly dying.
You get tired of crying for a character
you couldn't care less about.
Bill & Tee" Excellent Adventure
George Carlin is the major aUraction of
this one .
Breaker Mor.nt is from when Australian directors still made Australian
movies. Bruce Beresford directed this
movie about the court martial of three
soldiers during Boer War . • recom mends .. .
The Burbs This new flick stars . favorite Tom Hanks . It's a spoof of suburban life and al though it probably won't
reach the dominion of art, it will most
likely be entertaining .
Cousins Ted Danson and Isabella
Rossellini are in this remake of a
French movie. Yes, it's in English .

,

Great
American Music

CALL 883-2802
(Band rehearsal space available also)
Ask about our new video!

..

D.ngerous Liaison. Director
Stephen Frears has brought movlemaking back into the realm of art.
Frears builds upon the novel of Laclos
(actually, a collection of leUers) and the
stage/ screenplay by Ch"sto~her
HamptOn to accomplish what neither
had accompl ished - an overwhelmmg
feeling of intimacy with the story and Its
characters. Glenn Close is marvelous
as the cold calculating and painfully-inlove Marq~ise . Malkovitch is seductive
beyond words . If art isn't your fancy,
the story is about decadence, sex, revenge and somewhere, hidden beneath
it all , love . • recomm ends th is one
again and again and again ...
The Eyes, The Mouth is the second
movie by Italian director Mar?o Bellocchio to come to Portland thiS winter.
The first , "Fists in the Pocket: was an
excellent vignette of not-so-perfect
family life - excellent, in part, because
it didn't seek to analyze the family
problems. "The Eyes, The Mouth" is
also about a not-so-perfect family that
covers the gnef of a son's suicide with
projected bliss . • recommends _..
The Fly II If David Cronenberg's remake 01 "The Fly" got you wondering
whose beloved might be turning into an
insect next, ponder no longer. This one
opened in time for Valentine'S Day. How
nice!
Cle.mlng The Cube This movie,
about a kid's involvement in the. investigation of a friend's murder, halls from
nowhere. The movie is rated PG-13. but
the afternoon showings indicate that
this one is most likely for kids on
February break.
Her Alibi Tom Selleck plays a mystery
writer who falls for a woman accused of
murder (Paulina Porizkova). The film is
entertaining for a while; the wnter romantisizes his life throughout the
movie, but this ploy gets old fast. The
movie is directed by Bruce Beresford,
who directed "Breaker Morant, " "The
Getling of Wisdom" (both being shown
at the PMA for the Australian film series) and "Tender Mercies."
.
Hiroshlm. Mon Amour Ala i n
Resnais' 1959 movie about a sexual
relationship between two people of different cultures and experience - a
Japanese man who survived the bombing of Hiroshima and a younger French
woman. The movie is a long bed scene
interspersed with the partners' mem~
ries of the war. This wonderful movie
loses too much on a television screen
to miss an opportunity to see it on a
large screen. • recommends ...
M.d M.x Mel Gibson (wearing leather)
plays a lost soul fighting fo~ survi.val in
a post-apocalyptic Australian wilderness. "Mad Max" is the first and finest
of the "Road Warrior" movies, which
mMe Gibson's name a household
word .•recommends .. _

(Ihrough F.b 16)
1, 3, 5, 7, 9

Nickelodeon

Tempi. and ....lddl., Portland
772-9751
1'nIe a.llev...
4:35, 7, 9:151Fob 171
1 :10, 3:30, 7, 9:1 5 (Ihroug h Feb 23)

a Ted's Excel.ent Adventure
4·40 7·1 5 9:20 (Feb 171
1 :30,3:20, 7:25, 9:20 Ilhrough Feb 23)
WIz.-d
Loneliness
(opens Fe b 17 )
9 :25 only
Dangeroua Liaison.
4:20, 7:05, 9:351lhrough F. b 17)
1:15, 3:35,7:05,9:35 (Ihfough Fe b 231
Tap
4:30, 7:20, 9:15 (Feb 16)
4:30, 4 :20 (Fob 171
1 :25, 3:25, 7:20 (lhrough Fe b 23)
Torch Song 1I110gl_
4:20,7:1 0, 9:25 IFeb 16)
4·20 7:10 (F.b 171
1 :20, 3:45, 7:10 (lhrough Fob 23)
Who's H...-y crumb?
4:45, 7 :30 (Ihrough Feb 16)
........Ippl awnl...
4:25,7:05, 9:45 (lhrough F.b 16)
9:45 ~~~:b 23)

Bill

0'

Mississippi Burning is based on the
FBI investigation of the deaths of three
civil rights workers murdered in Mississippi in 1964. The movie is directed by
Alan Parker ("Midnight Express ") and
stars Gene Hackman and Willem Dafoe.
.recommends, even though the movie
is not, unfortunately, all it was hyped up
to be. The pl9t and suspense hinges on
the differences of character between
the two FBI investigators, Hackman, a
ex- Mississippi sheriff, and Dafoe, a
North ern liberal. Unfortunately, th eir
differences are made evident by
artificial means. The violence of th e
racial ten sion is de tach ed and not
intentionally so .
Prlzzl's Honor John and Angelica
Huston, Kathleen Tu rner, mobsters and
hired assassins promise a wonderful
flick, if you can ignore Jack Nicholson'S
forced Brooklyn accent

•••

4:15, 6:50, 9:30 (lhrough F.b 17)
1, 3:40, 6:50, 9:30 (Ihrough F.b 23)

The Movies
10 Exchang., POfliand
772-9600
CryF_m
~ob 15-19
Wed-Sal al7
SaI-Sun all
TIM E,... TIM Mouth
Fob 18-21
Sat-&Jn mat al 3:45
Sun-TUG aI 7, 9

TIM 21st Int_lonaI
T~ 01 Anlm.Uon
Fob 22-26
Wed-Fri aI 7, 9

Sal all , 7,9
SunOll , 7

-

Cinema City
Wesl_PIaza
854-9116

Mavfes are noI scheduled al press tima;
call ahead 10 confirm limes

7,

......

Tweekend
...... _mal. .aI.1, 3:15

9~5,

7, 9, waakend mats 811 , 3
MI.......... _ , . .

7.9

Who'.H.-y~?

7:15, 9~5, weekend mal. at 1 :15, 3:15
7, 9, W98kJ,:rmats 811 , 3

Evenina Star

Tornlne Mall:~runswlct<
729-5486
MI ......p p I _ ...
(lhrough Feb 16)
TlMAc
7,9:20
__
(opens Fob 17)
calf for times

•••

Torch.ong Trilogy Harvey Fierstein
wrote the screenplay based on his play.
The movie includes an all-star cast:
Anne Bancroft, Matthew Broderick ,
Harvey Fierstein and Brian Kerwin .
True Believer James Woods once
again plays a man dedicated to something and Woods does this well. In this
movie , Woods plays an ex-hippie
lawyer, defending a murderer. The preview hype on "True Believer" makes the
Ivory Tower and Pluck Theatre
Feb 16 at Geno's, 13 Brown , Portland.
movie appear to be worth the price of
761-2506.
admission.
Double T.lk Feb 16-18 at Moose Alley,
T win s It looks as if Arnold
46 Markel, Portland. 774-5246.
Scwarzenegger has met his match with Mid.s Touch Feb 16-18 at Bruno's, 33
Danny DeVito. The pair discover they
India, Portland. 773-3530.
are twins who were separated at birth . Nightlifes Feb 16 at Mikie O's, 646 Forest Ave, Portland. 772-0005 .
The twins were the result of a genetic
experim ent with Arnie getting all th e The ;Johnny Lynch Incident Feb 1618 at the Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton,
good qualities of strength, wisdom and
Portland. 774-{)444.
goodness and DeVito being an unHoly Bones Feb 17 at the Tre e Cafe, 45
wanted side effect. The plot centers on
Danforth , Portland. 774-1441.
the twins reunion and the search for
The Wild Hearts, Kidstiff and Don't
their mother. But who needs plot? The
Try This At Home Feb 17 at Geno's,
comedy is so well choreographed - De13 Brown, Portland. 761 -2506.
Vito and Schwarzenegger gesture in
Cathy Stebbins & Loose Ends Feb
17-·18 at Mikie O's, 646 Forest Ave, Portuni son - that if the plot drags, just
land. 772-0005.
seeing DeVito and Schwarzenegger in
Cround Zero Feb 17-18 at Elmirador, 50
th e same picture is enough to make
Wharf, Portland. 871-0050.
even the most sour puss laugh . The
The Boyz Feb 17-18 at The Brunswick,
movie is directed Ivan Reitman who did
West Grand Ave, Old Orch ard Beach.
"Ghostbusters." .recommends .. .
934-4873.
Who'. Harry Crumb? Who cares?
The Nightlife. Feb 18 at Raoul's, 865
John Candy goes incogni to in th is one.
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
I! only he'd disappear completely.
Bebe Buell .nd the Gargoyles Feb
Wizard of Loneline.s The Ameri18 at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761 2506.
cans have caught on to the cuteBob Thompson & Friends Feb 19-20
young-boy-comes-<lf-age movie craze .
at Mikie O's, 646 Forest Ave, Portland.
The cute young boy in this one IS Lukas
772-0005.
Haas. (Admit it. He is cute) Set during
Peter Bardens with Mick FleetWWII, Haas plays a California boy sent
wood Feb 19 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danto live with some relatives in Vermont.
forth, Portland. 774-1441.
Does the plot sound familiar yet?
Carol Feb 19-20 at the Old Port Tavern ,
11 Moulton, Portland 774-{)444 .
The Law Feb 21-22 at the Old Port Tavern . 11 Moulton, Portland . 774-0444.
Ted Musgrav. & The G"Men Feb 21,
9:30 pm at The Brunswick, Old Orchard
Beach.
Bowdoin College
Brunswick
Charlie Brown Band Feb 21 at Mikie
Prizzl'. Honor
0'5,646 Forest Ave, Portland. 772-0005.
Feb 17, 7:30 and 10 pm
The Sighs Feb 23-25 althe Old Port TavSmith Auditorium
ern , 11 Moulton, Portland. 774 -0444.
Romancing T he Stone
Feb 18,7:30 and 10 pm
The Fools Feb 23 at Raoul's, 865 Forest,
Sm ith Auditorium
Portland. 773-6886.
Sac rlrlce and BII ••
Fat City Feb 23 atlv1ikie O's, 646 Forest
. Feb19,3pm
Ave, Portland. 772-0005.
Kresge Audilortum
Ed'. Redeeming Qualities and No
Portrait of Teresa
Feb 19, 7:30 pm
Suc h Ani mal Feb 23 at the Tree Cafe,
Kresge Auditorium
45 Danforth, Portland 774-1441.
Hiroshima Mon Amour
Savoy Tr uffle Feb 23 at Moose Alley, 4-6
Feb 22, 3:30 pm
SJTlil h Aud!lorKJm
Market, Portland. 774-5246 and Feb 24
Tamppp"
at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773I
"
.
Feb
22,
7
pm
6886.
" "
KrssRe AUdholum
The Look Feb 24-25 at The Brunswick,
Wes t Grand Ave, Old Orchard Beach.
934-4873.
Portland Museum of Art
Australian Film Festival
M.rty Balin and F:igamorote Feb 24
MadM••
at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
F.b16,7pm
774-1441.
a reak e, Mor ant
The Upsetters Feb 24-25 at the Dry
Feb 23. 7 pm
Tickets are $3.50
Dock, 84 Commercial, Portland. 7743550.
Reiche School
Them Flamingos Feb 24-25 at Mlkle
'66 Bracken St., Portland
0 '5, 646 Forest Ave, Portland. 772 0005
775-0105
Illu si on Feb 24-25 at Elmirador, 50 Wharf,
Abnaki: The Nativ e Pe ople of M illin.
Portland. 871-0050
The Fln t Maine,.
F.b21, 7 pm

rock.roll

What's Where

126 N. Boyd Street Portland, Mame 04101
(Corner of Franklin Arterial and Marginal Way)

---------------

TOURNAMENT

.,

MARCH

R.ln M an Dustin Hoffman's performance in this movie deserves the
Academy Award. Hoffman plays an
autistic adult, Raymond Babbitt, who
has inherited his father's estate. Tom
Cruise plaf:;;his brqmer who has just
discovered ,ilS brOl~r'l; existence and
has his f118 {)n the ·inheritance .
Unfortunately, Cruls~'s performance is
just good enough; he is diminu tive In
the presence of HoHman. But what is
done is done, and . recommends you
see Hoffman's great performance , but
be warned - that is all you are going to
see
R o m .nc i n g The Sto ne Kathleen
Turner, Michael Douglas and Danny
DeVito star in this comedy adventure
about an uptight romance novelist
(Turner) who finds hersel! lost in the
wildemess with a soldier of fortune
(Douglas) and caught up in the pursuit
of a valuable rock.
Sacrifice .nd Bliss is part of the
"Power of Myth" film series at Bowdoin,
featuring Joseph Campbell interviewed
by Bill Moyers. The movie showing will
be followed by a discussion led by
William D. Geohegan , professor of religion at Bowdoin, and Bruce A. Riegel ,
psychothe rapist.
Tampopo is Japanese director Juzo
ltami's 1987 movie about love and noodles.
Tap Gregory Hines ("Cotton Club" and
"White Nights") is still dancing. If this
movie has a plot, too, all the better.
Three Fugiti ves Martin Short's latest
comedy has one great scene at least,
which is used for the tmiler. Who
knows? Maybe the rest is just as funny .

•••

Worki ng Ci rt Mike Nichols' latest film
stars Melanie GriHith as a Staten Island
secretary who is taking pointers on
corporate success from Sigourney
Weaver. Harrison Ford plays the love
interest. Sigourney Weaver IS fabulous
as Katherine Parker, yuppie executive
and the woman you love to hate - the
type who talks about relationships as
mergers and is brimming over with so
much false sincerity that when she
goes over a cliff skiing , we cheer
Unfortunately, we are more thrilled by
Parker's demise than her secretary's
successes, which is what the movie focuses on.

ATTENTION
PING-PONG
ENTHUSIASTS!
Where: Raoul's Roadside Attraction
When: Every Mon. • Singles
Every Tues. • Doubles
Rules: U.S. Table Tennis Assn.
Fee: $2
For more info, call 773-6886
UPCOMING SHOWS

February 17 - So Diddley postponed to Feb. 25;
D. W. Gill with the Blue Flames will perform instead
February 18 - Nitelifes
February 23 - The Fools
February 24 - Savoy Truffle
Every Sunday - Reggae Jam, 7pm-l1 pm

Entertainment Hotline 775-2494
~----

Restau rant and Tavern
IFREEU

Thurs Feb. 16at 7:27 PJtL

Dr. Bob's Planet Earth Review
Fri and Sat Feb. 17·JB

r.b

Motow n Revue Feb 23 at T-Birds,.126
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
B i g Chief a nd t he Continentals Feb
24-25 at Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246 .

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

blues .
The Rockin' Shoes Feb. 17-18 at the
Dry Dock, 84 Commercial , Portland. 7743550.
Beyond the Blue. wilh Levi James and
friends Feb 19 at Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland . 761-2506 .
B lue Ftames Feb 25 at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 7736886.

Every day of the week
I

Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPYHOUR
4-7 MON,-FRI

regg.e
Wins ton C r enner and the SkaRocks Band Feb 18 at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portfand. 774-1441.
Reggae Jam Sundays , 7-11 pm, at
Raoul's, 865 For~st Ave, Portland. 7736886.
~

~ORE •••

~~~~~~~r!l~~t,
~

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550
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MASTERS
OFTHE

FOLK VIOLIN
by

Bebe Buell &The Gargoyles
with

speciolguests

US ...

THE BEN'S

featunngex-members
of Zero Mentality

MORE SURPRISE GUESTS

d+ncing
ZooU, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu, house

OOKING
OR

music and new music. Fri, progressive
dance mix, 18 & over. Sat, latest dance
music, 21 & over. Sun, request night;
Wed. new wave - all ages. 773-8187.
The Exchange Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun. Open until 3:30
am Fri-Sal. 773-0300.
Contnadanc. with the Crooked Stovepipe Band and a demonstration of Western swing with The Rhinetones Feb 17,
8:30 pm-12 midnight at the Chestnut
Street Methodist Church (Behind City
Hall), Portland. Admission is $3.
Spring Point Caf., 175 Pickett SI. , S.
Portland. Dance party with D.J. Gerry
Hun~ey Feb 23. No cover charge. 7674627.
. The BoogIe Bash i. Back A new
monthly, smoke- and alcol)ol-free. open
dance featuring an eclectic mix of music
from bluegrass to Afro-pop and everything in between Feb 24, Mar 10 and Apr
17,9 pm-12:30 am at ram Island Studio,
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave, Portland. Admission is $3.
For more information. call 775-5645.

folk+acoustic

Feb. '6, 17, 18 - River Grille, Augusta
Feb. 24-25 - Dry Dock, Por~and

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!
",;.

GIGOLO ANTS

with the piv-nerts

ftoot til Skatalites

WINSTON GRENNEN

The Point
Of It
Fine Original Handpainted
Needlepoint Canvas'
Counted Cross Stitch
Crewel· Basketry.
Expert Finishing
Custom Designing • Gifts
Handwork Accessories

Tim Conln Feb 16 althe Barnhouse Tavern, RI. 35 , N. Windham. 892-2221 .
Don Campbell Feb 17, 5-7 pm, at John
Martin's Manor, 700 Main. S. Portland.
775-5642.
Zen. Micha.1 Rav.n Feb 17-18 at the
Barnhouse Tavern, RI. 35, N. Windham.
892-2221.
Port & Starbird Feb 18 at The Shawmut
Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-3931.
Bill Stalne. Feb 18, 8 pm at the Center
for The Arts, 804 Washington, Bath. Tickets are $6 in advance, $8 at the door. To
reserve tickets, call 729-3185.
John Cal. Feb 22 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-144 1.
G .... Burns Feb 22 at the Barnhouse
Tavem, RI. 35, N. Windham. 892-2221.
Carol & Jeremy Feb 22-23, 5-7 pm, at
John Martin's Manor. 700 Main. S. Portland. 775-5642.
Curt B_ ••tt. Feb 22, 5-7:30 pm at
Mikie O·s. 646 ForestAve, Portland. 7720005.
Who Know. Feb 23 at the Barnhouse
Tavem , RI. 35, N. Windham. 892-2221 .
Lany Irwin Feb 24-25 at the Barnhouse
Tavem , RI. 35, N. Windham. 892-2221 .
Straight Lac. Feb 25 at The Shawmut
Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-3931 .
Sally Rog .... Feb 25, 8 pm atWoodfords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords,
Portland. Tickets are $6 in advance (at
Buckdancer's Choice. Amadeus Music
and Gallery Music) and $8 at the door. For
more information, call 773-9549.

j+zz
Bill Street Feb 17-18 althe Blue Moon.
425 Fore, Portland. Music 7:30-11 :30 pm.
871-0663.
Nancy Warnock Feb 24-25 at the Blue
Moon, 425 Fore, Portland. Music 7:3011 :30 pm. 871-0663.
Billy Taylor TrIo Feb 25, 8 pm at Bates
College Chapel, Lewiston . Tickets are
$6-$8. For more information , call 7827228.
McCoy Tyner Feb 27, 7:30 and 10 pm,
at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. For
.
ticket information , call 773-8187.

and ilie Ska , Rocks Band

JAM a-Midnight
Restaurant and Indu stry
e mployees show pay stub
fOT 112 price drink special s

and $1.00 drafts
Fried chicken on t he house!

Gala Pop. Night The Oratorio Chorale
with special guests Randy bean and
Friends perform music by Gershwin,
Rogers & Hammerstein, Stephen Foster,
Randall Thompson, madrigals and spirituals Feb 18, 8 pm at the New Meadows
Inn, West Bath. Tickets are $12.50 and
are available at McBean's Music, Brunswick and Home Port Designs, Bath.

A Fine Needlework Shop
3 Wharf St_, Portland
774-8952

REGGAE!

r.=======================~ TributetocGmpo.erStephenSo~

CARLSON,,~
&Ko SuchAnim~

C§fTURNER

... -..-. -.......-..... ..-.,.-.,.-.,.-.
BOOKSTORE
~

(Jefferson

MAINE'S
PREMIER
BOOKSTORE

ARROW

•

Hot! Hot! Hot!

50,000 books in
stock & always
buying more.

COMING:
2·26·ARLO WEST
2·28 · BOP HARVEY
3-2· TIlE SAVAGE BROTIIERS
3·,1.N,R.B.Q.
34·IIIKATA IOpt,A/ri'lD Band
3.15 -GREGORY ISAACS

45 Danforth Street, Portland

.

NOW OPEN

SUN. 12-5
TUE_-sAT.I0-5
773-4200
241 CONGRESS STREET

.

helm Sally Jones, Larry Dolby and Faye
Hill perform Feb 17-18and Mar 3-4 at the
Thomas Inn and Playhouse, Old Route
302, S. Casco. Dinner is served at 7 pm ;
the show begins at 8:30 pm . The price for
both is $27 per person. For reservations,
call 655-3292.

classic+1
M.zzo .opnano Sofia Nyblom and
planl.t J.nNY Gilliam perform
Swedish, German, French and American
songs Feb 17, 7:30 pm in Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For
more information, call 725-3321 .
Organ Concert "The Marche Militaire"
by Cha~es Gounod, "RadelZky Marchby Johann Strauss, -Claire de Lune" and
a toccata-style work by American theater
organist Edith Lane are on the program
for municipal organist Ea~ Miller's concert Feb 24, 7:45 pm at Portland City hall
Auditorium. The concert is free and open
to the public. For more information, call
767-3297,

FRIDAY, MARCH

8:00

3

PM

1ST PARISH CHURCH

425 CONGRESS ST. PTLD.

ALL
EI Gnancl. de Coca-Cola by Ron
House, John Neville-Andrews. Alan
Shearman, Diz White and Sally WiUis presented by the Mad Horse Theatre Company through Feb 26 at the Theater of
Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Performances are Thu-Sun. Tickets are $10 on
Thu and Sun, $12 on Fri-Sal. For more information, call 775-5657.
Henrick Isben's "Ghosts," translated
by Christopher Hampton, through Feb 19
at the Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest, Portland. Performances are
Tue-Thu 7:30pm, Fri at8 pm, Satat5and
9 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets $8-$19. For
ticket information, call 774-0465.
Tilbury Town An original adaptation of
Maine poet Edward Arlington Robinson's
poetry Feb 17-Mar 5 at The Theater
Project, 14 School SI., Brunswick.
Showtime is Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2
pm. TICkets are $8 on Fri-Sat, $6 on Thu
and Sun. For reservations, call 729-8584.
The Marriag. Proposal by Chekov
and -Box and Cox· wnl be performed by
Center Stage Theater Feb 17-19, 25-26,
8 pm, at the Windham Community Center. Tickets are $5 for adults, $3 for students and seniors. Call 892-2979 or 7747926 or 642-2912 for more information.
Th. Harlem Renalssanc. Theater
En.....bl. performs music, poetry, and
drama of the artistic explosion in black
consciousness and expression during the
1920's Feb 19. 8 pm in Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
information. call 725-3151.
Ic. Capade. Feb 22-26 at the Cumberland County Civic Center. Tickets are
$8.50-$13. Formoreinformation.call7753481.
IrvIng B.rlln'. "Calf M. Madam"
Feb 24-26 and Mar 3-5 at 8 pm Fri-Sat, 3
pm Sat-Sun at The Center for the Arts.
804 Washington, Bath. TICkets are $101
$8.· For more information, call 442-8455.
Mal... humori.t J_ P.rham presents a one man show of humor. poetry,
folklore and son9. specializing in Maine
themes and doing character sketches
and dialogue in the early. rural Downeast
dialect Feb 24-25 at the Thomas Inn and
Playhouse. Old Route 302. S, Casco.
Dinner begins at7 pm ; show1ime is 8:30
pm. The costfor both is $27. Forreservations, call 655-3292.
Audition. for the concert chorus for the
Hank Beebe original, -Go Out Singing,"
are ongoing . Anyone interested in participating should call 642-3743 or 773-1648.
Planetarium Show. Southworth Planetarium 96 Falmouth SI. Portland (USM
campUs). Astonomy sho;'s : Wednesday,
Friday and Sunday at 7:30. Laser and
music shows : Son of a Well-Tempered
Laser (classical) on Saturday at 6:30 pm;
Top 40 on Saturday at 7:30 pm; The Dark
Sicle of The Moon (Pink Floyd) Friday and
Saturday at8:30 pm . AdmiSSion IS $3 for
adults, $2 for seniors and children. For
more information. call 780-4249.

sh+wtunes

Musicians: Join our rhythm section.
Bring your own instruments and plug
into our amps. Enjoy soulful munchies.

Ed's Redeeming Qualities

Michael
Hughes

Regga. Dancblg Tuesdays at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
R.... gi'IIde Feb 22 at Mikie O's. 646
Forest Ave, Portland. 772-0005.
Arrow (soca and calypso) Feb 25 at the
Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth. Portland. 774t441.

Glv. P.ac. A Danc. A benefit for the
Maine Peace Campaign Feb 19, 8 pm-12
midnight at ZOOIZ, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Admission is $5. For more information, call 780-0680.
Fi ..t Bruno'. NIght for Epilepsy Feb
19. 5-11 pm at Bruno's , 33 India, Portland. Live entertainment, complimentary
buffet, $10 perperson . For more information, call the Epilepsy Fund at 772-7847.
PolI.h Madrigal F.ast A recreation of
a 16th century court banquet with a seven
course dinner and a musical production in
costumes of the period Feb 23-24, 6:30
pm, in Moulton Union, Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. Admission is $15 per person.
For more information, call 725-3151.
Fish Chowder Luncheon at the South
Freeport Church Vestry . Luncheon is
buNet style; $4 for all you can eal. Luncheons are being held Feb 24, Mar 10 and
24. 11:30 am-1 pm .

,ar+und town

Portland Mu_.... of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat.
10-5; Sun. 12-5; Free on Thursday evenings, 5-9. Current exhibits : Maine Vanes
An exhibition of 25 weather vanes from
the collection of Ida and Kenneth Manko
of Wells (through Apr 2); Perspectives:
Works by cont"mporary Maine artists, a~
exhlbrt of paintings by Mark Wethll
(through Mar 12). Contemporary Australian Art: Selections from the Loti and
Victor Smorgan Collection through Apr
30. 775-6148.
Salazar Works by Salazar will be on display In the lobby of the Portland PerformIng Arts Center throughout performances
of -Ghosts.- The lobby will be open to the
public Febl6. 4-6 pm.
Dean V.lentga. Gallery 60 Hampshire, Portland. Paintings and works on
paper by Susan Osgood. xerography by
Patricia Duncan. and drawings and sculplUre by Harriet Matthews and Fumio
Yoshimura are on exhibit through Feb 19.
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm. Sat-Sun 1-5 pm, and
by appointment 772-2042.
N.w Work by Paul Madrell, Jen
Kellar and Majorl. Moore through
Feb 28 at Barridoff Gallery, 26 Free,
Portland. Also at the gallery a selection of
19th a~d early 20th century art. Hours:
Mon-Fn 10 am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772501 1.
.
Over Portland 26 Black & White and
Infra-Red photographs by Lloyd Fernss
through Feb at Green Mountain Coffee
Roasters, 15 Temple, Por~and .
Michael Port.r and John Santoro
Life size modern sculpt~re of hu~an
forms, three-dImensional InterpretaUons
of social issues, and pen and inks capturing realistic and imaginative Maine scenes
through Mar 1 at The Artisans, 334 Forest
Ave, Portland. Hours: Mon- Fn 9 am-6
pm, Sat 9 am-3 pm. 772-5522.
The 1.land Anatomy S.ri•• An exhibit of new pastels and drawings by
Maine artist Patt Franklin at the Congress
Square Gallery, 594 Congress , Portland.
The show continues through Feb 24. 7743369.
Hitchcock Art D.al... 602 Congress.
Portland. Works by Paul Plante through
Mar 2. Hours: Thu 5:30-9 pm and by appointmenl. 774-8919.
St.ln Gla •• Gallery 20 Milk, Portland.
New work by Neal Drobnis, Usa Schwarz
and Kurt Swanson through Feb 28.7729072.
Nata.ha May... Los Desaperacidos,
paintings of the disappeared civilians of
!'licaragua by Mayers, who is just.relumIng from EI Salvador at The Tropical Art
Store, 612Congress, Portland. 761-0611.
Emily Nelligan: Main. Drawing.
through Mar 15 at The Photo Gallery,
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress.
Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm, Fn 8am5 em, Sun 11 am-4 pm. 775-3052.
S • • ction. of Contemporary Art in
All M.dia from Mal... ColI.ctlon.
through Mar 5 at the Baxter Gallery,
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress,
Portland. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm
(Thu until 7 pm), Sun 11 am-4 om. 7753052.
Paintings by Carol Fo.t.r through
Mar 5 at The West Side Restaurant, 58
Pine, Portland. 773-8226.
Gall.ry 127127 Middle, Portland. Group
show featuring John Hultlerg, John Swan.
John Dehlinger. C. Michael Lewis, Michael Waterman, Nick Snow, Graydon
Mayer and Gary Haven Smith through
Feb. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 10
am-5 pm. 773-3317.
New Art Fonn. Ceramics and works in
fiber and metal at Nancy Margolis Gallery , 367 Fore, Portland. 775-3822.
Mal ... Pott... ~art<.t 376 Fore St..
Portland. Vegetable inspiredearthenware
pottery by Peggy Ann Mack through Mar
1. Hours: Daily 10 am-6 pm . 774-1633.

schools+libraries
Bowdoin Colleg. Mu•• um of Art,
Brunswick: Komar & Melamid through
Mar 12; The Avant-Garde and the Text
through Mar 5; Liberte, Egalite, Fraternite: French Prints at the Time of the
Revolution through Mar 26. (Hours: TueFri 10am-4 pm, Sat 10am-S pm and Sun
2-5 pm. 725-3275.)
Unlv...lty of Southern Maf... Boston artist Nick Lawrence displays his
paintings at the AREA Gallery, USM
Portland Campus Center through Feb 25
(Hours : Mon-Fri 8 am-I a pm. Sat-Sun 125 pm. 780-4090.) Visited and Remembered: Environmental Installation Sculptures by Edward Mayor at the Art Gallery
on the Gorham campus through Feb 16.
(Hours : Sun-Thu 12 noon-4 pm. 7805009.)
.......
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THAT JAZZ

Is jazz popular in Portland?
The answer, of course, is no.
I'm convinced that jazz's lack
of popularity, here and elsewhere, is in part due to the
changing nature of the music
and in part due to market conditions that make it all but
impossible for most people to
enjoy improvisational music.
Over the course of the last
three decades or so, for a variety of reasons, jazz has been
accepted, even embraced, by
the university, While jazz departments don't exactly grow
on trees, the profile of the
younger jazz musician has
come to include a level of
schooling that is fundamentally
different from the older, session-trained musician. Where
a jazzman in the' 40s and '50s
learned his craft in make-it-orbreak-it cutting sessions and at
gigs, the jazz player of the '60s,
'70s and '80s learned much of
what he or she knows from
fonnal training at a univerSity
or in a conservatory.
The relationship between
jazz and the university is relatively new, and in many ways
it's a good thing. Teaching has
helped to validate the lifelong
pursuit of being a musician,
and it has made it possible for
some great musicians in Maine
and elsewhere to find a measure of dignity and stability.
Listening to many of these
musicians, however, convinces
me that many of them are more
concerned with validating their
new-found standing in the
academic community than with
celebrating the funky blues
from which, in theory at least,
they sprang, s.
There ar~ othElf~ t poteIltJ:hl
problems fOIl · the olWiversity"
affiliated ~z musiCian. Ben
Shahn, a great artist wary of
the kiss of kitsch, wrote in "The
Fonn of Content" that many
painters he knew had ceased
producing art once they left the
hurley-burley for the ivory
tower. But musicians, unlike

painters, are only musicians in
front of audiences. Music can
exist in an isolated way, I suppose, but music is just a bunch
of notes until you hear it and
feel it. Musicians need the realtime heat of dancing synapses
for meaning to.occur.
In Portland, however, with a
few notable exceptions, clubs
don't offer jazz because it won't
draw an audience and thereby
pay the bills, which is the only
reason there is music in those
clubs in the first place. I won' t
vent any spleen on the situation because it is entirely
understandable. When you're
pandering to people who actually use the term "Big Chill"
conversationally without smiling, you're wise to go native.
Feeding time at the zoo is nothing to sneeze at, so why risk
your life with "Alice in Wonderland" when you have a
commitment to the Greatest
Music of the' 60s, '70s and' 80s?
Which brings us to radio ,
Unless you count one weekly
syndicated show on WMGX (I
don't) or the aural tofu of
WCLZ's "Nighttime 'Jazz'"
(apostrophe mine), the only
jazz in the Portland radio market is peamed to us courtesy of
the non-prOfits MPBN (90.1)
and WMPG (90.9). Bless Robert
Skoglund, who talks too much,
and Bob Margraff, who doesn't
talk enough, but MPBN seems
to treat jazz (along with everything else that isn't a time-tested
behemoth) with a peculiar
condescension reserved for that
tiny portion of its audience that
doesn't miss" A Prairie Home
Companion," WMPG, on the
other hand, revels in its Elizabethan diversity, and presents
a healthy helping of old and
new jazz along with contemporary classical and experimental music, blues, rock & roll and
(too much) reggae.
With only a handful of clubs
and limited radio access in
Portland, the other alternatives

are such presenting organizations as the Portland Museum
of Art, the Portland Perfonning Arts Center, the Maine
Festival and the Portland Concert Association. With the exception of the Maine Festival,
however, these presenters are
not interested in local jazz, and
for the same reasons the clubs
won't present it: it won't draw
an audience. In fact, I believe
that opportunities for local
musiCians of all stripes have
dwindled in direct proportion
to the number of "big names"
brought in by savvy, numbercrunching presenters.
l' ve never had much patience
for the "good old days" syndrome, but I miss Lenny Breau,
the sadly departed genius who,
at Cafe Domus and the Hourglass (also 'gone), liked to tell
jokes and who could make a
guitar laugh, sing or cry. I miss
Brad Terry, the brilliant clarinetist who left Maine for
greener pastures, returned a
while ago but doesn't seem to
be around much these days.
There are still some fine
bands and strong musicians
playing improvisational music
in the area these days, and for
several years now I've been
hoping that a reasonably active
scene might emerge as a result
of our city's growth as a regional cultural center. As local
arts scenes become increasingly
decentralized and free from the
onus of not being New York or
Los Angeles, it would seem that
Portland would get hip to the
Ii ving, breathing resource ofits
improvisational musicians. I'm
still waiting for a funky little
after-hours scene where, in the
words of Billy Strayhorn, you
can relax on the axis ofthe wheel
of life, to the sound of jazz and
cocktails.

Kenny Baker
Bluegrass
Michael Doucet

Alison Krauss
Joseph Cormier
Western Long Bow
Cape Brelon
Howard Armstrong Seamus Connolly

Blues/Jazz

Cajun

Irish

TICKETS $10· CALL 774-0465 AVAILABU~
ALSO AT AMADEUS MUSIC & GALLERY MUSIC

,0, Presented by

Portland Pe.rfnlrmiin!' Arts

HAPPY HOUR
• Wed., Thurs., Fri. 4:30-6:30 •
• Free Expanded Buffet •

PARTY NIGHT
(Thursdays)
• College Students, Ladies Admitted Free •
• 99¢ for all domestic wine, beer & well drinks •
• Free Buffet starting at 10:00 p.m. •
• Best Dance Club in the Old Port Excange •

T.GJ.W.
(Thank God It's The Weekend)
Fridays & Saturdays
• D J Plays Top 40 •
Contemporary Hits starting at 10:00 p.m.
• People 17 or older welcome after 1: 15 a.m. •
• Dancing until 3:00 a .m. •
• Free Buffet starting at 11:30 p_m. •
• First 44 Ladies Admitted Free •

Michael Hughes is a writer and musician, who regularly expresses his
opinions on the sounds of music for

CBW.

• All delicious buffets catered by •

HU-S~!.~ikl!.!~!~.Ur8nt
MAINE SUNDAY TELEGRAM, 1989
• Now open 'ti111:30 p,m. on Fri. I: Sat. •
33 Exchange St. (773·0300)
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Affordable

more

Fin e

Art

_.
P.lntlng by Robin McCarthy .nd
Sandr. Quinn A show of abstract landscapes and still life works will be on di splay through Feb 23 at the Portland Public
Libi-ary, Monument Square, Portland. For
more Infonnation, call 773-4761.
Olin Art. Cant.r, Bates College, Lewiston. Fine Arts Facuity: New Visions An
exhibition of paintings, frescoes and ceramics by artists RObert Feintuch, Paul
Heroux, Donald Lent and Joseph Nicoletti; Recent Work: Mozambique and
Beyond, an exhibition of pastels and
watercolors by Bulgarian artist Stefan
Kantardjiev. 786-6158.

out.f town

FEBRUARY
RED &W1EOITJE SAlE
10%

,
•

OFF ALI. NEW UPA WHltE B;RFCEWEAB. BY

AIm

20% - SQ%

OFF Af.JtBRn&:

Wlnt.r ..u ....d Exhibition through Feb
28 at the Chocolate Church Gallery, Cenler
for The Arts, 402 Washington, Bath. Opening reception Feb 10, 5-7 pm. 442-8455.
Rus.f.n Children'. Fri.ndshlp Art
Exhibit contains artwork by children of
Archangel, Russia (Greater Portland's
sister city). The exhibit continues through
Feb 17 at Freeport City Hall.
M.rg.ret M.y.r .nd D.vld M.·
hon.y exhibit artwork of natural landscapes during the month of February at
the Maine Audubon Society, t18 U.S. At.
I, Falmouth. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm.
781-2330.
T.p •• trl •• by Mary Lane of Brewer and
lino cuts by Holly Berry of Waldoboro are
on display through Mar 31 at the Attorney
General's Office gallery Space, on the
sixth floor of the State Office Building in
Augusta. For more information, call 2892724.

wutn &CONI>3:

OPTIONS • •.)6 DANFOR11ISTIWBT' ~MAlNB· ~
OPEN 9 • SP.M:. MONOAY11IRtJSATURDAY

+

OFF~

ANNUAL WINTER SALE
Storewide Savings 20 0/0-50 0/0

WALL

on handcrafted furniture, woodenware office accessories

Great Values on Great Quality Merchandise
wine racks • spice carousels • jewelry boxes • kaleidescopes
room djviders • hammocks • occassional tables • chairs • clocks
pen sets • desk organizers • calculator sets • and much more ...

.637 EXCHANGE ST.

46 BAYV lEW ST

PORTLAND' ME

CAMDEN· ME

87t·t484

236-3995

OPEN7DAYS

WE SHIP)NY WHERE

An enchanted

OTHER LOCATIONS:
W. LEBANON· NH
N. rx:Y:NIAY· NH
BURUNGTON • VT

forest of
wooden gilts
& accessories

Sale Dates: Feb. 13·28

CLUE #2

FOR lATE
STARTERS

A suitcase is a handy thing
when you skip town, or have a fling.
So skip along the wharf of stones
to a cache of bags with natty tones.

CLUE #1

In Tommy's building, long and high,

Near a corner named for Milk
you'll fInd drinks of a different ilk.
And if you chance to see The Dragon,
change your ways or you'll be draggln'
and longing for the land of silk.

there is a timepiece in the sky.
Above the town QIld port of old,
o'er a street named for things sold,
fInd a place with Casco's name
for your next clue in this treasure game.

CLUE #3

Map pieces still available at these locations.

o..nng Art In M.lne is the topic of a
panel discussion being given by the UnIOn of Maine- Visual Artists Feb 17, 7:30
pm at the Maine Writers Center, 190
Mason St. , Brunswick. Panelist include
Rose Marie Frick of the Frick Gallery in
Belfast, Anne Weber of the Anne Weber
Gallery in Georgetown, Dean Velentgas
of the Dean Velentgas Gallery in Portland, Jim Kineally of the Caldback Gallery
in Rockland, Katherine Begg of Gallery
127 in Portland, and Lynne Howett of
Hobe Sound Galleries North in Portland.
Free and open to the public. For more information, call 729-6333.
Sunlight .nd Shadow Don Lounsbury
will discuss the use of light and shadow in
works in the Portland Museum of Art
collection Feb 22 and 24, 12:30 pm. The
talk is free with museum admission. For
more information , call 775-6148.
Kom.r & Mel.mid Gallery talks on the
exhibit will be given Feb 22, 1 pm and Feb
26,3 pm at the Bowdoin College Museum
of Art, Brunswick. For more information,
call 725-3275.
H.afth H.z.rd. in the Studio Margaret Libby will present a program geared
10 safeguarding lives Feb 24, 7:30 pm at
the Maine Writers Center, 190 Mason
St., Brunswick. Presented by the Union of
Maine Visual Artists, the evening is free
and open to the public . For more information, call 729-6333.
Sp.clal Project in Art. Educ.Uon
Application deadline is Mar 31 . Collaborabons Between Schools and Cultural Institutions : public and private schools (K12) may receive matching funds towards
projects with symphonies, museums, libraries, dance or theater companies with
non-profit status. Applicants may request
up to $2 ,500. Professional Development
for Teachers: grants up to $2,000 for
teachers to increase their knowledge
about or through the arts with conferences, seminars, workshops, and longterm summer institutes sponsored by nonprofit organizations. For more information, write Maine Arts Commission, State
House Station #25, 55 Capitol St. , Augusta 04333 or call 289-2724.

Erosion and Se. L.v.1 RI••: Why
Your F.vorit. P.nnl.ul. M.y
Become Your Favorlt. 1.I.nd A
talk given as part of Bowdoin College Environmental Studies Program's senes on
the Gulf of Maine Feb 16, 7:30 pm in
Beam Classroom. Visual Arts Center,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
information, call 725-3629.
Small Fur B . .re,. of Main. Rsheries and wildlife biologist Alan Hutchinson
will talk aibout the status of wild animals in
Maine Feb 16,7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean
Casco Sl Conference Center, located off
At. I, Freeport. Free and open to the
public.
Politic • • nd Spirituality Margo Adair,
author of ·Working Inside Out: Tools tor
Change: will speak at the first fundraiser
for the Fourth American Bioregional Congress to be held in Winthrop in Aug of
1990. Ms. Adair will speak Feb 16, 7:30
pm at the Maine Writers Center, 190
Mason, Brunswick. For more information,
call 729-5083.
Current Sovl.t Agricultural Poll·
cl• • •nd Performanc•• In a World
P.rspectiv. A lecture presented by
Robert B. Koopman Feb 16,3:30 pm in
the Moot Court Room, USM Portland Law
School. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 780-4440.
Amerlc.n Indi.n R.ligion Lecture
given as part of the ·Explorations in New
England Spirituality· series being offered
by The General Theological Center of
Maine Feb 16, 7:30 pm at the State Street
Church, 159 State, Portland. Cost is $5.
For more information, call 847-2214.
Writing Effectiv. Pre. . R.I•••••
Maine Writers and publishers Alliance is
offering the one-day workshop Feb 18, 11
am-3 pm at the Maine Writers' Center,
190 Mason Street, Portland. Cost is $20
for members, $25 for non-members. For
more infonnation, call 729-6333.
Poet W_ley McN.lr will read from his
new book of, "The Town of No," Feb 18,
7:30 pm at the Maine Writers Center,
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 729-6333.
T •• ching About Fore.t. Forests will
be featured in a series of three workshops
offered by the Maine Audubon Society for
teachers of grades 4-12. The workshops
will explore forest ecology, Maine's forests, and selected global concerns about
forests. The workShops are offered on
three Saturdays - Mar 4, Apr 1 and 29,
8:30 am-4 pm - at Gilsland Farm, Falmouth. Cost is $65 ~r session, $180 for
all three. For more Information, call 7812330.
The G.neral Theologlc.1 Cant.r of
M.lne Formal opening will be held Feb
19, 4 pm at the State Street Church, 159
State, Portland. Keynote address will be
given by Professor Bemhard Anderson
on "The Human Role in God's Creation:
The Exposition of a Biblical Theology of
Creation." The address will be followed
by a reception and a tour of the non-denominational center's 40,000 volume
theological library . The event is free and
open to the public. For more information,
call 874-2214.
Wh.l_ on Ie. A short retrospective on
the Autumn '88 entrapment of the three
Califomia Gray Whales which attracted
global attention and JlUblic participation
~oss political lines. hn examination of
tlu! stimulus for whalb' migration will be
inoluded, followed bj a question and
answer petiod. Feb 20, 1:15 pm at the
Maine AquaJ'ium , At. " Saco. For more
information, call 284-4512.
Apollonl.n B.I.nchine: Meocl•• •
.Iclam and The D.nc. A lecture
presented on Feb 21, 7 pm in Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin Colle!J9, Brunswick.
Free and open to the publIC.
Buslne.. Women'. N.twork of
M.ine will hold their monthly meeting
Feb 22, 6 pm at Valle's Restaurant,
Brighton Ave., Portland. The meeting
focus will be · Members· Spotlight,- covering a variety of topics by several members of the group. The Network is open to
all career-oriented women interested in
developing personal and professional
contacts . Reservation for the meeting are
required. For more information , contact
Lindy Botto at The Bayview Group, 7743798.
Adopt·A·Wh.l. Program oriented towards all aae groups will provide all the
necessary Information required to adopt
a whale through the College of the
Atlantic's Allied Whale adoption program
Feb 22, 1 :15 pm at the Mame Aquarium,
At. 1, Saco. For more information, call
284-4512.
Book. For Lunch ·The Women of
Brewster Place" by Gloria Naylor will be
the first topic of discussion in Portland
Public Library 's winter book discussion
series Feb 22 , 12 noon in the Rines
Meeting Room at the Portland Public
Library . The novel is a portrayal of the
lives of black women in a poor urban setting . The discussion is free and open to
the public. For more information , call 7734761.
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"SAME OLD SONG AND DANCE"

"I like ",hat 1 kno","
"Same Old Song And Dance"
is the title of one of four new
paintings by Marjorie Moore at
Barridoff Galleries this month_
Each painting, about five feet
by seven feet, has a cast of
imaginary aniroalfiguresdoing
things humans might be doing.
Moore has dug deeply into
her own personal vision and
now seems to have come up
with a mythology and cast of
characters that she can use to
express her concerns and intere5ts. It might be more accurilte
to think that the characters
themselves
have come
alive and are
expressing,
through '
Moore, the
concerns of
the world.
I
like
Moore's
work. Her
own imagination has
created a
new world
for us to look
at.
This
world
is
always expressed
with beautiful and skilled painting.
The actual
surface of
her pictures, regardless of subject matter, is well and carefully painted. The physical efforts of putting down the paint
serve the desire of the artist to
expresshersel£. Thepaintisnot
just there for its own sake.
From the P~i.nt of»-!ew oftlte
general public, however,
Moore's paintings might appear weird, dark, otherworldly,
Viewers might miss her familiar deer and moose, motels and
architectural settings, woods
and roads.
We are apt to hear a refrain
many painters hear: "I liked
her older work better." But for
this writer and artist, Moore is
now acromplishing the expanded and unique vision of
the painter whose materials are
an asset and not an end in themselves.
Moore is what I like, but what
else are you going to find
around the galleries this week?
What is there that the "public"
will like, and why? Someone
told me this morning Vincent
Price wrote a book called "I
Like What I Know."
Try Mark Wethli at the Port-

land Museum of Art. Curator
Martha Sever ens has begun a
four-part series called "Perspectives," which will honor a
commitment she feels to contemporary Maine artists.
Wethli offers a series of small,
precise depictions of interiors.
All but four paintings are virtually indistinguishable from
photographs.
Wethli's work seems to be
very well received, While everyone was listening to his
highly articulate lecture last
week, I was speaking about the

paintings to one of the middleaged guards (not an art student
gua rd.) "Look a t tha t table leg,"
he said. "It is so straight and so
perfect. And look at that coat
lying on the table. You could
just touch it. I love these paintings- I lovespending the day in
this room. Sometimes I can
almost feel the breeze blowing
through that door in that painting," He liked best the four oil
paintings of very still, uninhabited interiors whose sunlight
was just beyond a door or
window.
I am always amazed by the
absolute wonder, feeling of a we
and praise that people express
for art that very carefully duplicates life. If that is your taste,
run as fast as you can to the
Dean Velentgas Gallery. Some
small carved sculptures by
Fumio Yoshimura are unbelievably realistic. You can buy
a head of broccoli, carved in
life-size lindenwood, for $9000,
an artichoke for $3000 or a tea
bag on a spoon for $2000.
On the other hand,
Yoshimura has much less expensive drawings of fish and

sunflowers that are beautiful.
Thedrawings express carefully
the object selected, but the personality of the artist also appears. He has chosen to emphasize one line or another by
pressure, making some lines
light and some lines dark, some
shapes within the fish more
important, some less. For me,
this awareness of the commitment and choice of the artist
establishes a connection between the viewer and the artist; a human connection. In
paintings like Wethli' s, the connection is between the
viewer and
the painting
or the image,
while the
artist
remains anonymous to
me,
But
the guard
thought the
artist was
wonderful to
have done
that.
So
there's the
full circle.
Although
the Velentgas Gallery
often shows
abstract
work,
I
would still
urge any novice art goer to give
it a try. Velentgas himself is unusually informative and
friendly and willing to talk
about the work. Besides that he
is honest; he says what he does
and doesn't like and why.
And try Congress Square
Gallery, where Patt Franklin
displays her Island Anatomy
Series. (The show has been extended two weeks.) She.began
creating large colored drawings
about five or six years ago and
has stuck with the medium and
the process. Thesecarefullandscapes express something of the
artist, and her vision and her
visible technique. But a series
of small watercolors hanging
in the back shows some of the
passion of which she is capable
and which, yes, appeared in
her work many years ago.
I can't tell you what, among
this wide range, i5 good or
great. Go for yourselves and
see what hits you in the gut,
what makes you feel.

Delta Chair
From Denmark
$195 Clearance P ric e

Fine

Design . ..

Fabric ...

Style .. ,
Function,.,

and

elegant , affordable

P ri' c e,

furniture

scanc:linavia
. ·nQuse
3 4 3 For est A v e., P 0 r·t I and, M E 04 I 0 I
In The Maine Mal l Next To Fi l ene's
Settler's Green In North Conway

Sherry Miller is an artisl and writer
who likes what she doesn't know.
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SENSE & L
An Ev.ning with Dick Gregory
Comedian, human rights activist and
author speaks Feb 22, 7:30 pm in Pickard
Theater, Bowdoin Collefle, Brunswick.
725·3151.
For more information,
Am.rican Institut. of Banking is
offering a public seminar ·Telephone
Skills· Feb 23, 6-8 pm at USM Masterton
Building, Rm 113. For more information,
call 772-7842.
Moth.r Ann L.e and the Shak... in
N.w England Lecture given as part of
the ·Explorations in New England Spirituality· series being offered by The General
Theological Center of Maine Feb 23,7:30
pm atthe State Street Church, 159 State,
Portland. Cost is $5. For more information, call 847-2214.
Japan America Soci.ty of Maine
presents a slide lecture program on Japanese festivals Feb 23, 7 pm at the South
Portland Public Library. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call 7744014.
Early Arctic Explorations on Film
Black & white film from Capt. Robert
Bartlett's explorations of the Arctic has
been transferred to videotape. The presentation will include introductory remarks
on the film, narration and a question and
answer period. Presentation will be given
Feb 23, 7:30 pm in Kresge Auditorium,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
information, call 725-3400.
Th. Velvet Ghetto A lecture on women
in the public relations field given by marketing consultant and writer Joyce
McClure at the statewide meeting of the
Maine Public Relations Council Feb 23.
The lecture will follow a cocktail reception
at 6 pm, and dinner at 7 pm. The cost is
$17 for MPRC members, $20 for nonmembers. For more information, call
Susan Swain at 780-4200 or Jackie
Michaud at 374-5010.
The Sovl.t Si.ter City Committe.
of G ..at.r Portl.nd is organizing a
trip to Greater Portland's SisterCity Archangel. Participation is open to all residents of Greater Portland. The trip will go
to Archangel, Moscow and Leningrad this
coming June. Contact Fred Richardson
772-7161 or Neale Duffett 797-9034 for
further information.
H.O.P.E. (Healing of Persons Exceptional)
offers a statewide system of supportive
groups for people who are faced with a
life-threatening disease. H.O.P.E. focuses
on the power of love and creative potential of the human mind to bring about
healing. Groups meet weekly in Portland
as follows: Mercy Hospital, Tuesdays, 24 pm in the Upper or Lower Auditorium;
5:30-7:30 pm in the Executive Conference Room; and in the office of Nancy
Abel, 222 St. John St., Thursdays, 10am12 noon. Newcomers' orientation meet·
ings are held every other Saturday at 10
am in the office of Kenneth G. Hamilton,
17 Winter St., Norway. Interested people
are asked to call the office by Friday if
they plan to attend. For more information
about any program, call H.O.P.E. at 743·
9295.
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92 Exchange Street, Pmtiand, ME 04101,
Phone 77-LOCOS Open 7 Days a Week.

•
•
newspapers • magazInes
• Ice
cream
•
coffee. donuts -* beer .wtne
sandwiches • snacks
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OPEN TILL
IAMFRI&SAT
Mon-Thur 6:30 am-ll:30 pm
Fri 6:30 am-l:00 am
Sat 2:00 pm-l:00 am
Sun 10:00 am-7:00 pm
100 COMMERCIAL ST.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK
ON THE WATERFRONT
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Growth Management: A CItizen's
IntroductionAsix,weekcourseoffered
by Maine Audubon to simplify the issues
confronting Maine towns and to show
individual citizens how they can make
their voices heard at the local level. The
course is offered on six Mondays, Mar 6·
Apr 10, 7·9 pm. Two three-hour Saturday
field trips are planned for Mar 25 and Apr
8. Cost of the course is $65. For more
information, call 781·2330.
Abolish W.r - It's Our Only Option
A talk given by Col. John F. Barr at the
monthly meeting of Veterans for Peace
Feb 16, 7 pm atWestbrook·Warren Con·
gregational Church, 810 Main St., Port·
land. The talk is open to the public. For
more information, call 797·2770.
P . . . .rv.tlon Ordlnanc.s: Fifty
Y.ars of Precedent The second in
Greater Portland Landmarks' lecture
series ·Preservation as Public Policy"
given by Dwight Menriam, a land use
attorney with Robinson & Cole of Hart·
ford, Feb 22, 12 noon at the First Parish
Church, 425 Congress, Portland. Each
session will feature a slide lecture, fol·
lowed by discussion and questions from
the audence. Free and open to the public.

Falling In and Out of Lov. The Family
Transition Center's Special Event Night
Feb 16, 7:30-9 pm at the First Parish
Congregational Church, 12 Beach SI. (Rt.
1), Saco. For more information, call 282·

7508.
Heaven Can't Wait An evening talk
with Kevin John Joseph Higgins on per·
sonal/planetary transformation - a metaphysical perspective. Topics will include:
spiritual/scientific meaning of oneness importance of honoring/expressing your
will- inevitable social/earth changes and
why - space beings. Mon, Feb 20. 7 pm
at the First Parish Church, 425 Congress,
Portland. For tickets ar other information,
call 774-0308 or 871-0287 or write One of
Hearts, P.O. Box 15143, Portland, 04101.
Women as Self.Navigator A workshop exploring nature metaphors that can
help women go beyond emotional, spiri·
tual blocks; embracing and owning creativity Feb 21·Apr 11. Call 883·4570 for
more information.
Letting Go Diane shaver will be speaking on letting go at the Divorce Perspectives meeting Feb 22, 7:15 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202
Woodfords St., Pordand. Divorce Per·
spectives is for all people considering or
facing problems of a divorce. $1.50 dona·
tion.
Balance and Sacred Dreamtime A
weekend experimental workshop at USM
using drumming and Shamanic journeying as a process to help participants tap
into their own inner resources to bring
balance and effect change in their lives.
Workshop will be held Feb 24·26; Fri
6:30·9 pm, Sat·Sun 9 am·5 pm. Fee is
$175. For more information, call Meeting
The Edge at 883-4570.
Introductory Neuro.lingulstic Int.nsiv. Two-day Workshop Feb 25·
26 Focus on components of rap~ort,
changing feelings, changing behaVIOrs. .
Advance registration and deposit required.
Call 797·2883, Jan TIedemann Associ·
ates, 977 Forest Ave, Portland.
Women'. Support Group On-going
weekly group meets Wednesdays, 5-6:30
pm. Issues addressed are self-esteem,
human rights, A.C.O.A. issues. holistic
wellness, spiritual growth and the power
of the mind. Fee is $20 per session. For
more information, call or write: meeting
The Edge, 127 Fogg Rd., Scarborough,
Me 04074, 883·4570.
Multipl. Scl.ro.l. Society is spon·
soring a Super Cilles Walkathon for Multiple Sclerosis on Apr 9 and they need
people to get it or~anized. Volunteers are
needed for variOUS jobs: registering
people, serving lunch, working as cross·
Ing guards, setting up and cleaning up.
For more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874·1015.
The Retired Senior Volunt•• r Program (RSVP) offers senior volunteers
(60+) many opportunities to use their
skills or learn new ones. RSVP is feder·
ally funded by ACTION and Southern
Maine Area Agency on Aging. The program is free and job training is always
provided. Volunteers are needed to help
a local theater group, re1\d a Maine book
for the blind, be a friendIS' visitor to a shut
in fiOd helping to devlllGp a marketing
plan for cottag.e indUS1ft', products. For
furth!1rL (nform~!io~ on :~ese and other
vo1qljteer op~rtUnib'e~ . call Priscilla
Greene at 775,6503. ,
Portland Stage Company is looking
for volunteers to help with posters, at rehearsals, with costumes, With the lighting
and as drivers. Eight hours of volunteer
time add up to complimentary tickets. For
more information, call the Center for Vol·
untary Action at 874·1015.
Teen and Young Adult Clinic at Maine
Medical Center, Mondays 4·8 pm. Appointments are requested, but walk-ins
are welcome. For people ages 13·21. For
appointments or more information, call
871·2763.
Front Page Dane. Company is offer·
ing an adult jazz class beginning Feb 27,
7 pm at 17 Bishop St., Portland. For more
information, call 773-6018.
Transupport is a non-profit, non-sexual,
social and educational peersupportgroup
for transsexuals, cross dressers, their
families, friends and people interested in
gender issues. Meeting are held every
other Sunday at 6 pm. For more informa·
tion, call 854·3528 or write to Transupport, P.O. Box 17622, Portland, 04101.
Meditation for Wom.n every Monday
at the Quaker Meeting House, Forest
Ave, Portland. Guided meditation and
ritual. For more information, contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at 7732294.
The AIDS Project, 5 Monument Square
(fifth floor), Portland, lists many support
groups around Portland for PWAs and
the lovers, caregivers and friends of
PWAs. For more information, call 774·
6877.
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i----83Ia- Thai"
Thai Restaurant & Lounge
Under new management
1363 Washington Ave., near Nonhgate Portland, ME· (207) 797·0871
by
Brenda
Chandler

Choose from 5 varieties of
fresh vegetable and chicken
with curry lunch dishes.

PICKING UP PASSION FRUIT AND ROMANCE IN

Mon.-Thurs. 11 AM-3 PM

The grocery store

Entrees come with rice
Hours: Mon.·Thurs. 11 AM·I 0:30 PM
Fri. &: Sat. 11 AM·II PM

Sun. 4 PM·IO:OO PM

From what I have observed,
grocery stores lend themsel ves
wonderfully to romance. It's
not all that surprising, given
the suggestiveness of the flesh
revealed in the meat department and the shiny globes of
fruit tumbling in their bins. I
mean, even my husband and I
get flirty down the aisles.
On a recent leisurely shop in
a local grocery, I decided to
play SOciologist, i.e., studying
human courtship rituals in the
grocery habitat. Method; pick a
likely unmated pair and track
their advances.
After a bit of scouting and a
few false starts, I stumbled on
the two who were to provide
me with my data. The woman
reminded me of my aerobics
instructress: long-legged,
bouncy, and wild of hair. She
was browsing around the freshbaked goods section whenIsaw
her. There was a cheesecake on
display that seemed to have
caught her eye.
The male, a bit on the preppy
side but with a wide-open
smile, sauntered in and went to
hang over the bagel bin.
Almost immediately they
made their assessment of each.
other. I could see it in their
quick, unobtrusive glances. The
female backed away from the
cheesecake and the other
sweets, in an apparent effort
not to make the wrong first
impression. After the male had
made his pick of bagel and had
moved off, she closed in on the
spot where he had been standing and made a show of choosing bagels f~r herseU. This is
known as the phase of preliminary pleasin~.
There follQwed tile obligatory bump of carts in the fruitand-vegetable bottleneck. The
female apologized prettily and
tossed her hair, the male smiled
and matched her apology.
From there on it was a slow
tango up and down the aisles,
each taking the lead by random
turns. Frequent eye contact was
made and short sentences made
in passing, all hinging on food
or little forms of politesse. (It's
wonderful how formal these

courtships can be. With as much
ritual, sometimes, as the forms
of court.) In a duet of goods,
they bought similar produce,
sometimes with intriguing
variations. Where one mulled
over mako, the other swooped
upon Maine shrimp and champagne. They answered each
other like instrumental voices
chasing down a fugue. Occasionally, too, they broke away
for solos and a chance to strut
their stuff.
The final closing in was made
over ice cream. By this time,
they had accumulated an inter-.
national melting-pot of produce between them. My female
had opened the freezer door to
go for the vanilla (French) when
the male, with a soft "excuse
me," reached past her and
pulled out some Mississippi
Mud.
"Oh,is that any good?" asked
the woman.
"If you're in the mood for it,"
said the man candidly. "Want
to try some?"
And they were off, rating
sorbets, discovering they both
had a passion for gelati begotten in Italy, and so on.
"Mmm, Lago Maggiore. Yes,
I know ... " was the lastI heard
as they pushed their carts in
tandem to the check-out line.
The thing is, the human animal is clever and adaptable and
will work its courtship almost
anywhere. Food is a natural
come-on for sex (remember
"Tom Jones"? "Women in
Love"?) but grocery stores
could use a little rearranging
for lovers. The perfect store
would be designed as follows:
Fresh-baked breads and
other aromatic doughy things
would greet the customer first,
as in fact they do inmany stores
already. The warm comfy odors
get the juices flowing for things
to come. They psyche the buyer
up for a splurge.
Then would follow the
gleaming of the fish and finely
textured meats. The pinks and
silvers of salmon, snapper and
trout, and the rich images conjured up by lean loins and thickboned chops are fine trappings

for romance. The matter of
choice, too, is always food for
conversation. What, for instance, is a brisket?
(Staples and canned goods
and milks, mostly uninspiring,
would have a section off to
themselves so that the customers could go off to do the necessary without detracting from
the ambiance of the whole.)
In this store, there would be
private nooks for specialty
items: These would include
such conversation starters (or
stoppers?) as seaweed, white
truffles and popadums. A
couple could finditseU alone to
debate the fine points of tan.doori or vinegars balsamic.
I would have this store lead
its customers gently into the
last and most important section: that of fruits, vegetables,
and herbs. Here flirtation
through the aisles comes to a
natural and easy climax. There
is nothing so glorious as the
deep-colored swell of an eggplant, nor so exhilarating as
fresh basil and dill. Their musical accompaniment should be
along the lines of Albinoni or
Chopin. The new and exotic
imports, in particular, arenatural openers for discussion.
Cremora mushrooms, star fruit,
passion fruit, peppers: nothing
is easier than to tum to the
familiar stranger lingering
nearby to ask whether he's had
experience with them. (An
added benefit to saving the
fresh produce for last, of course,
is that the cart is loaded with
tender things on top, instead of
buried at the bottom as they
usually seem to be. I mean, God
forbid we should bruise the .
arugula.)
In the interest, then, of promoting interpersonal relationships, it might be rather nice to
have the store bill itself as a
romantic place to shop, a ha- .
ven for lovers. It would make it
more interesting for all of us.

Take out • Catering
Visa" Mastercard· American Express
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _____ J

Brenda Chandler, contrary to
speculation, did not meet her husband
in the aisles of a grocery store, but she
did pick her kids up in a cabbage
patch.

Check out the ELVIRA® MISTRESS OF
1HE DARl(TM Sweepstakes.
Grand Prize: A trip for 2 to Hollywood where
you'll hang out with ELVIRA® herself!
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Winter Animal Adaptallons Judy SilverberQ explains how animals live and
cope with winter in the North Country as
part of the Evening Lecture Series at the
Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham
Notch Camp Feb 18, 8 pm (a family style
dinner served at 6 pm). Free and open to
the public. For more information, call 603466-2721.
Maine White Water Adventures Slide
program featuring a variety of white water
opportunities available for the canoeist
and kayaker in Maine Feb 23. 7:30 pm at
the L.L. Bean Casco Street Conference
Center, off Rt. 1, Freeport. Free and open
to the public.
A Mid-winter Starwalk An evening
exploration of the heavens is part of the
Evening Lecture Series at the Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch
Camp Feb 25, 8 pm (a family style dinner
served at 6 pm). Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 603466-2721.
Snowshoe Orienteering Workshop
Instructors will teach the intricacies of
reading an orienteering map, symbols
and signs of the field, plus helpful hints for
the novice snowshoer. The workshop is
being held at the L.L. Bean Fogg House in
Freeport on Feb 26, 12-3 pm. Cost is $5.
To register for either date, call 865-4761
ext. 7800.
Winter Ecology Walks are being offered through Mar 31 lor community
groups at the Maine Audubon Society's
Gilsland Farm sanctuary in Falmouth.
Walks are scheduled Tue-Fri between
8:30 am-3 pm. The fee is $2.50 per person with a minimum of $15 per group.
Reservations can be made by calling
Carol LeMere at 781-2330.
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Fishing Around the World Slide highlights of challenging and rewarding fishing Feb 17, 7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean
Casco St. Conference Center, located off
Rt. 1, Freeport. Free and open to the
public.
T_n Ski at Shawnee Peakat Pleasant Mountain for all Gorham students
in grades 7-10 on Feb 21. Buses will
leave Shaw J(. High $c~ool at 19;30 am
anq return at 10:30 pm to allow Jot a full
day of skiing. Pre-registration is required
and the fee of $22 includes lift ticket and
transportation. For more information, call
839-8144.
Casco ba)' Bicycle Club meets Feb
21, 7 pm In the Public safety Building,
Middle St., Portland. Bruce Dresser, regional delegate of the U.S. Cycling Foundation, will be the speaker. The meeting
is open to the public. For more information. call Back Bay Bicycle at 773-6906
days or Ketra Crosson 829·4402 evenings.
Fly Tying: Bass Flies Demonstration
and explanation of bass flies, and bugs
ti ed wi th feathers and fur Feb 21, 7:30 pm
at the L.L. bean Casco Street Conference
Center, off Rt. 1. Freeport. Free and open
to the public.
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Maine Mariners Hockey
Home games
February 17·18
Halifax Citadels

March 1

FOR ADDITIONAL TROOPS t GROUND SUPPORT
CALL 24-W-A-R AT 761-2.~42.

Cape Breton Oilers

March 4, 2:05 pm
New Haven Nighthawks

March 5, 2:05 pm
Springfield Indians

PICK UP YOUR flit l

~

UHF ANTENNA AT

CUMBERl1\ND 'ELECTRONICS

YOUR ALTERNATIVE RECORD $ VIDEO STORE

WESTGATES"OPPINGC£NTER,136'tCONGRESS,PORTlAN~.761-1725.0PEN7-9M-F,9-9SAT,10:30-85UN.

All hom. gam. . . . . . .t 7:35 pm.
unle•• otherwise noted.
The Ma.i..... play at the Civic Cente ••
Ticket. are $6-$7 and are available
at the box office.

•••
775-3411

PAVE (Portland Area Volleyball Enthusiasts), is a non-profit organization formed
to support and enhance the sport of volleyball in the GreaterPortiandarea. PAVE
encourages anyone interested to become
a member. As a member of PAVE you will
be informed of tournaments, pick-up
games in your area and all other aspects
of volleyball activities. For more information, contact Bob Wooten at 797-8982.
Brunswick Sunday Runs Every Sunday 9 am at Brunswick Jr. High School.
Non-competive runs of four, six and eight
miles. For more information, call 7258660.
D ......rs Track Classic Feb 26, 9 am at
Bates College, Lewiston. For more information, call 748-5403.
Boston Marathon Apr 27, 12 noon.
Runners must qualify over a certified
course before Mar 20. Entry forms are
available from Boston Athletic Association, 17 Main St., Hopkinton, MA, 01748.
Include self-adressed stamped envelope.
Annual Sugartoaf Marathon May 21.
7 am in Eustis. For information write Chip
Carey, Sugarloaf Marathon, R.R. 1, Box
5000, Carrabassett Valley, ME 04947 or
call 237-2000.
Free Shuttle to Sunday River provided by Joe Jones Ski & Sports Shops
weekdays, except during school vacation, from Joe Jones on Western Avenue,
S. Portland, 8 am. Shuttle returns at 6:30
pm. For more information, call 761-1961.
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Rhoda and Barrie perform songs and
conduct sing-a-Iongs for kids Feb 18, 2
pm at the Ponland Public Library, Monument Square, Portland. For more information, call 773-4761.
A Landlubber's Whale Watch A program for children ages 12 and under will
focus on what to anticipate when setting
out 10 view whales in their natural habitat
and an overview of the various types 01
whales living in the Gulf of Maine Feb 18,
10:30 am at the Maine Aquarium. Rt. 1,
Saco. For more information, call 2844512.
Little Racoons Basketball Wednesdays 3:30 pm at Riverton Community
Center for children ages S-10. An introduction to the sport through instruction,
intra-mural and travel games. Registration lee is $10. For more information. call
Portland Rec at 874-8793.
Yam Plctu ..s An arts and crafts workshop for children ages 3-5 Feb 16, 21-23
at the Children'S Resource Center, 741
Stevens Ave., Portland. Workshop is offered at 10 am and 1 pm. The cost is $1
per child. To register. call 797'{)525.
Super Sunday Feb 19 Gorham Community Services Program for kids in grades
K-2. Activities include pillow polo, volleyball, art & crafts and music. Cost for the
two-hour session is $3. To pre-register,
call 839-8144.
React-..thon The 15th annual Multiple
Sclerosis Society Read-a-thon takes place
between Feb 20 and Mar 20. The MS
Read-a-thQn is a~tionwide reading
program ihal motiWtes children to read
boOks and newspapers in their spare time
in an effort te> raise Illpney to fight multiple
sclerosis. Visit the Portland Public
Library's Children's Room for more information.
Mittenfest 89 Three days of activities
for kids. Winter Carnival at Deering Oaks
Park Feb 22, 11 am-2 pm, free: snow
sculptures, sliding races, skating and
more. Ice Skating at the Portland Ice
Arena Feb 23,1-3 pm, $1 : limited number
of skates will be available for rental. Winter
Sports at the Riverside Golf Course Feb
24, 11 am-2 pm, free: x-country ski lessons (bring your own equipment), snowboard demo and clinic. downhill ski lessons (some skis will be provided). For
more Information, call Portland Rec at
874-8793.
Stories for Kids Portland Public Library
(773-4761): Mon and Wed. 10:30 am and
~ri, 10:30.am (puppet show); Riverton
Branch Library (797-2915): Fri, 10:30am;
Scarborough Public Library (883·4723):
Wed, 10:3Oam& 1 pm (3-5yearolds)and
Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6 year olds); Prince
Memorial Library, Cumberland (8293180): Wed, 10:30 am (2-3 year olds);
Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year olds).
Flicks for KIds at the Portland Public library in Monument Sq. For children of all
ages every Saturday at 10:30 am and
Tuesday at3:30 pm. Free. For more information, call 773-4761.

Blow Out
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Sporty book
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Not every great sports event hours worth of reading. Be
takes place on television or forewarned, however, about
radio. Contrary to public opin- the Sports Illustrated curse.
ion, in their off-time athletes Ninety-six percent of the teams
can read, write and chew gum, or individuals who appear on
often two out of three simulta- the cover screw up beyondTecneously. So the next time you ognition the following week.
traipse over to the Maine Mall Why this happens is a mystery
to buy something intelligent which Columbo hopes to solve
and interesting to read from this season. Stay tuned.
one of the bookstores' sports
Assuming you have more
shelves, consider these helpful time on your hands than just an
pointers from a frustrated jock hour, let's proceed down the
who devours sports literature aisle and usually' to the back of
like it constituted his next meal. the bookstore, and peruse a few
Let's start with the maga- sports books.
zines, usually located someThe most popular tales these
where near the front of the days are from superstars who
bookstorewitharnirrordirectly feelthe need to soul search and
overhead to prevent profes- come up with their unique
sional wrestler-types from story. If their "insights" hapshoplifting. Speaking of these pen to net a million dollars in
Big-Mac-for-a-brain aberra- the process, this is considered.
tions of steroid bulk, please perfectly acceptable. Lately we
don't read these Hulkster have heard from such esoteric
magazines or there is no hope artists as Willie Mays, Mickey
for you. If you read the wres- Mantle, Larry Bird, Jim McMatler mag spectaculars, you'll hon and Walt Frazier. In most
read anything and are way cases the star will tell his story
beyond counselling.
to a writer (indicated by "as
There are a handful of g.ood told to" or "with" on the cover)
sports magazines around but an -[he playe wjll invariably
only two great ones. For con- do 20 percent of the worK and
sistent weekly coverage of all get 80 percent of the profit. The
the significant national and oc- theory here is that without the
casional local sports stories, star's on-the-field exploits,
your best bets are Sports Illus- there never would have been a
trated and The Sporting News. story. Actually a good. fiction
Sports Illustrated is a Time/ writer with a Little League
Life Inc. publication that has background can do nearly as
showcased a classy and glossy well. Often these fairy tales are
combination of top-notch glamorized when in truth
sports writing and award-win- things may have not been so
ning photography for the past rosy_ Bill Bradley, former all30 years. EvE4Y w~ .Spo~s arOl.lnd forward, now senator
Illustrated. runs between five from New Jersey, wrote "Life
and eight majdr featfue stories, on the Run" about the New
capturing the pulse of the York Knicks. "In the airports
nation's sports highlights from that have become our comthe previous week.
muter stations we see so many
The Sporting News, pub- dramatic personal moments
lished in St. Louis, Missouri, that we are calloused. To some,
takes a more systematic and we live romantic lives. To me,
conservative approach and every day is a struggle to stay
boasts to be "the first in touch with life's subtleties."
newsweekly in sports" (1886).
Masters of non-subtlety are
Every week there is a capsule painfully honest coachesstory on every professional turned-broadcasters-turnedsports team in the Big Four - Miller Lite-drinkers, who seem
baseball, basketball, football to thoroughly enjoy telling it
and hockey. Also printed are like it is; guys like John Mad- .
some nationally syndicated den and Torn Heinsohn who,
sports columnists along with a coincidentally, have best sellcover story and other well-re- ers out as the crow flies.
searched features.
Occasionallya pompous fool
Both Sports Illustrated and like Howard Cosell grows too
The Sporting News are fun and big for sports and essenti~ly
infonnative, and either one will becomes only a parody of
make you a more knowledge- himself. His smoke-filled tirade
able sports fan with a reason- "1 Never Played the Game"
able investment of $2.25 and an should have been dubbed "1

Never Used My Brain." When
a waning celebrity like Howard becomes bitter, the fun of it
all goes south in a hurry.
There are some sports writers who turn out winners with
every book they create. For a
guaranteed enjoyable read,
remember these reliable names
when you're hunting for quality sports literature: Roger
Angell, George Plimpton, [ra
Berkow, and Roger Kahn.
There are also "how to"
guides for any sport, and they
are always available on the
shelf. If you hate a sport, and
have no intention oflearning it,
don't waste your money on
water polo or underwater
chess. For sports you do love, it
would be wise not to bet the
ranch on any single technique
espoused by an alleged expert.
Remember the wise words of
early-American sportsman
Daniel Boone, who said "Life is
likewhitewatercanoeing-you
fallon yousoakin' ass timeafter
time. The key is to not give up
and to keep climbing back in."
Feel free to apply this axiom to
any sport.
If you are buggy-eyed, tired
of reading sports but in the
mood to buy a nice sports book
for a friend, your answer lies in
the illustrated history of almost
any sport. These well-captioned coffee table histories,
replete with impressive photographs, were once $25 but are
now on post-holidays sale for
closer to $10.
So there you have it - a Cliff
Notes guide to sports reading
at your local bookstore. When
you've finished the latest
Ludlum novel, or the cover of
Newsweek looks bOring, seriously consider doing a squareout right into the sports department.
Don't
look
sheepishly to your left and
right; you have no need to be
embarrassed.. You're not buying Hustler magaZine, just
Sports Illustrated. (So what if
the swimsuit issue looks like
the former? Swimming is a
sport!) Go for it, closet sports
fans, and enjoy. Try to avoid
too many cliches in your sports
reading,ifpossible ... Who's on
first, anyway?
Mike Quinn originally planned to include newspaper columnists in this
article. but he decided there's no contest.

selected clothing
• Karavan • We Be Bop
• What's Happening. Outback
• Jimmy Z

EZ
Rentals
X/C
Alpine
Junlor

XlC rentals
Alpine rentals
Junior XlC rentals
High Performance Demos
Snowboard rentals only
ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED
315 Marginal Way,
Exit 7, 1-295, Portland
EZ Rental Call 775-5117

$10.00 per day.
$12.00 per day.
$ 7.00 per day.
$15.00 per day.
$18.00 per day.
RENTAL PLANSl

~~hed

ThePlace~
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091
• SUBS
• PASTA DINNERS
• FRIED DINNERS
• COLD DRINKS
• TAKE-OUT
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I Bet You
Didn't Know

For Your
"-

APRE~ ~KI
********
Get Cozy
with our
A

• CUSTOM BLACK AND WHITE PROCESSING AND PRINTING.

WAR

I

See if you can match the ribbons at
the right with the battles, wars, conflicts, etc., listed below.
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so there could be a $20 gift certificate for Alberta's in it for you (first
prize). Or tickets for two aboard the
Longfellow Cruise Lines (second
prize). Winners will be selected from
among the correct entries by a random drawing. Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize in a
four-week span, and only one entry
is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, February 22. The solution to this week's Real Puzzle will
appear in the March 2 issue of Casco
Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to:

w

--z BlACK

Q::

<!)

>CL

&
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107 Main 51.
Yarmouth, ME
l'\ext to North Yarmouth Academy

u

.54 YORK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04101 207.761.5861 •

846-3695
Please ask for our catalogue

I

to.

.

THURS! "Wages of Fear"

by Clouzot
FRl!
"Wile Shop of
Ilorrors" 1960
SAT!
"Mary and Gordy"
1983 German
SUN!
'The Perils of
Pauline" 194 7
MON
'Knife In tbe
Water" Polanski
TUES!
"Alphavtlle by
Jean-Lue Godard
WED!
'7be General"
wi Buster Keaton
Weeknights 11:00 p.m.
Sat. 11:30 Sun. 10:00

=-

H

$~p.
I_AI
5E
SURGICAL CENTER

HEMORRHOID
TREATMENT

ANJON'S
SPECIALS

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
Since 1957
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

No Toxic Effects
Less Discomfort

LAS CH.lTtI!
E R
SU~Gl(Al

• FISHERMAN'S

772-4203

Por~and

MC/VisolHeolth In,urance"
Pre· paid Health Plan,

All those who participated
in the AIDS Project's service
and art auction Feb. 10-11 at
the Old Port Regency.
• 1989 United Feature Syndicate.

OU PICKED IT!
Thank you for voting us as having the
BEST BURGER for the third year in a row.

#5

It's good to know that there are lots
of people out there who could jump in
a lake with style. First prize goes to
Steve Sesto of Portland. Second goes to
Iris Sai to of Wool wich.

Introducing...

Focus
hair. & skin
products
LAst NI('l\l AT 3:31 AM, SII. S-rAR1ED RUNNING'THe VM.VVM. IT WOKE vp MY SISTER.
"Go BACK TO BEP" MoM 1'O\'D HER. "YouR!:
YOVt-l(J, '(OU CAN SLEEP THRoUG t\ AtJ'j nliNq.
MAItI.~S TO\.O ME SHE ~AN DOlilNSTAIR.S 9E-

PLAiT~~ '"~~~t

CA/.I~e

SIlE TllOuG Hf IT ~AS 11\E ATOM SOMS.

• HADDOCK • SHRIMP • CLAMS
Served with French Fries and Cble Slaw

Focus 21 representative
Ron Hoffman will
demonstrate and
give away free
products next
Thursday & Friday
FEB 23 & 24

• LOBSTER ROLL
Served with Chips and Pickle

• SIRLOIN STEAK
With your choice of Fried Seafood (scallops, shrimp,
clams) served with Potato or Pasta and a Garden Salad

• 1 POUND PRIME RIB DINNER
1375 Congress St.,

game in 1950.. .In that game Hardy
had 8 of his passes intercepted, and
that record has never been broken.
Here's a believe-it-or-not from the
1982 baseball season ... The winner
of the Cy Young
Award as best
pitcher in the National League-Steve
Carlton -amazingly
has a HlGHER batting average than the
man who was the
home run champion
of the league -Dave
Kingman!. .. Carlton
batted .218 for the
season ... Kingman,
who lead in homers for the year,
had a season balting average of
only.201.
8 udweiser has been the largest
selling beer in the world for 35
straight years. How many products do you know that have been
the leader in its field for 35
straight years?

·FAMOUS HOMEMADE STUFFED BREADS·

Diagnosis and treatment of
Hemorrnoids, Condyloma (venereal
worts), Skin and Foot Disorders
-Planters worts-and tattoo removal
Rapid Recovery •

Here's a surprising fact ...Two college football teams have gone to
post-season bowl games even
though they lost more games than
they won that season! ... South Carolina went to the 1946
Gator Bowl game
with a record of 2
wins, 4 losses and 3
ties ... And, SMU went
to the 1964 Sun Bowl
game with a record of
4 wins and 6 defeats.
When we say "somebody still
cares about quality
- Budweiser", this
is not just a slogan.
Anytime you buy a six, twelve or
suitcase pack of Budweiser, you
are ready to enjoy the c1ean,crisp
taste of the world's best beer.
What's the record for a National
Football League quarterback having the most passes intercepted in
one game? ...The record was set by
Jim Hardy of the Cardinals in a

The Real Puzzle 17
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE

critic's
choice

by Frank Gazlano

GAMES

British Invasion
_ Custody Battle
_ Big Mac Attack
_ War on Poverty
Heart Attack
Cold War
Price Wars
Star Wars
_ Armageddon
Battle of the Sexes
_ Media Blitz
_ Saturday Night Massacre
_ Political Campaign
War of the Worlds
Battle of Wits
_Industrial Revolution
_Invasion of the Body Snatchers
Sexual Revolution

JUS ,
···e
.. - e

aIaI

LOSERS BECOME
BOWL WINNERS!

YOUR CHOICE

•

Comes with Potato or Pasta and a Garden Salad
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED· NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED

MOMGI:TS L-IKIi THIS. WHENOVRDAD LEFfJ
Ov~ HOUSE S~EL\'ED L.IK'E L.~Stl\. FoRA IjEAR.
~:01 A~ I CAN I\~AR 1HE COff!:!: POT. IT
HAS 11\1: SOUND OF ASTHMA. JHE SADDEST
Sl/.eATHltJq IN TliE WORLD. StiES DoIN4
So/t\E~INq WITH TIll<' STOVE. SHE CLEAtJED
STOVE \.AS. \-JIG HT. I WONDER IF SitE
FoP-Go•. I CAN SME\.\. HER- CI6AR61T~, l:
EP. IF I \.IT OtJE CDII~D SHE TH\..

'1:01AM. THE B....TH~M lI6t-1T GoES ON.
MAR\.~S, IT GoE~ OfF A~D SHe (OMfS IN
M'( ROOM. "Yov'p.~ SMOI(IN6" SHe SA'lr
AN\) YAWN~. SH~ SITS ON MY BE\). "1
CAN'T ~U;E p. SHE SAYS. w~ CAN S'ME\.\.
C~EANER. S'PAAY/,'J& DbWrJSTAIRS. • IT'S JUST yov~ IM,,6/f..)AnON"
I TH~ HElL

WE OVEN

Offiee and Industrial
Support Equipment:
Pallet Jaeks, conveyors, shelving, pallet
raeks and hundreds of related items

THE WAREHOUSE
260 l:ommerelal St., Portland, ME • 773-5677

F.........,I •• I...

c.aco B.~ Weekly
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Casco Bay Wee/dy Classifieds are the marketplace that
'well over 16,000 active readers tum to lI...t whenever
they're in the market for goods or services... even real
estal8, roommal8s, and relationships. To place your ad,
simply lill out tha convenient ·do-it-yourself· form
appearing on this page, then mail or deliver ~ along with
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
call n5-6601.

112 PARK ST. One bed- DEERING HIOH area ,
room with modern galley ,
Columbia Road. 112 duplex.
kitchen , &love, ref., dishThree bedroom, kitchen,
washer, garbage disposa I,
dining-room , living room,
Uving room/dining room com1112 baths, Sunny side!
bination with Indian shutters,
$650 plus utilities. Security
marble fireplace, ship floors ,
deposit. 772-0360 or 772bedroom with fireplace ,
1323
plenty of storage. First floor,
available March 1 772-6727
STUDIO one room apt. for
two month sublet. Bath and
COUNTRY SETTING. kitchen facilities , private.
eight miles to Portland. Vic- $175 per month plus gas
torian house, upstairs heat.
Call
761 -4570
apartment. Two bedrooms, evenings non-smoker, no
heat and hoI water. $625. By pets, no parties
appointment only. 773-5601 .
255 SPRING ST, Sunny
. Ask for James. Available in
spacious two bedroom apt.
March.
Third floor, wide pine floors,
ANDERSON ST. Fantastic
quiet building. $475 includes
sunny , large, one bedroom,
all utilities . References and
wide pine floors , off street
security deposit required.
parking, gas heat, dog ac- Call 772-1003
cepted with references. $400
plus Call n2-1003
280 PARK AVE. Two
be droom units . Includes
71 FEDERAL ST. Large stove , ref., garbage di stwo bedroom in old brick Vic- posal , dishwasher, oak cabtorian. living room dining inets, modern bath with tub
room , lots of sun. $450 plus and shower, stain glass winoil heat References and se- dows , hardwood floors , indicurity deposit required. Call vidual storage bins, parking,
coin operated washer dryer.
n2-1OO3
$650 including heat and hot
AVAILABLE March 1 Very water. Available March 1
large eat-in kitchen, large 761 -2114
bathroom , three other good
sized rooms, beautiful dar!< 8.8 CONGRESS ST,
hardwood floors , seven foot Large one bedroom, convehigh windows, ample storage nient location, new carpet.
space , quiet friendly References and security deneighbors , convenient to in- posit required. Call n2-1003
town , conscientious landLANDLORDS: list your
lord, funky, $4OOImooth N
utilities and security. Susa" rentals with CBW. Phone
775-0601. Ust 3, get 1 free!
715'4879

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Classdied ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash , personal checks , money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below 10 determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Mondey at 12:00 noon
lor the following Thursday's edition. Ads received after
the deadline will be run starting with the next issue.
CBW wiN not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual
content. CBWwili not print full names, street addresses
or phone numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON
section . PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in their ad our
use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD
FORM). All Information pertaining to PERSON TO
PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential.
Casco Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize.
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc.
caw shall not be liable for errors of omissions in, or a
failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be
responsible, beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred.
Classified ads are not refundable.

CLASSIFIED INDEX
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

or rent.

- - - - -1
ij you derive
regular income
from lhe subjecl(s)
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the business rate.
And Ihank you for choosino
Casco Bay Weekly!

(All Charges are Pw W_k)
Individual
Business
• 5.00
• 7.00
• 7.00
• ..00
. . .00
• •IS
.21
• 3.00
• 5.00

IU'-

____________________________________

PREFERRED CATEGORY: ______________ TOTAL WORDS: _____
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ ___ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ It EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)

+---

+----

SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU W/INT AD RUN
TOTAL INCLOSED

-----x ____
-----

No.f.......IIca....
We .-d the following information to print your ad. It will be held in strict conlidenoe.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~------~

_______________________

CllY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE ______ ZIP ______
DAnIMEPHONENUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
PAYMENT METHOD

_

Check _

Money Order _

MasterCard

Visa

CreditCard' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp. Dale _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COIIPLEn THIS FORM • MAIL OR DEUVliR TOt

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I CASCC::» BA'V' ""EEK:L'V' I
I

I

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775- 6601
I
187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102 I

iN I I I
~____

WOOD AND COAL burning stove installations by
·THE YANKEE TRADESMEN·. Includes: Hearths and
stove backings of brick,
stone or slate ; brick-wood
boxes. chimneys built and
repaired. Call us today for a
free estimate at 772-2895 or
688-41 t6.

Asbestos
Removal
Sal. ' Prompt, Low Rat..
EPA Cer1Hled ' F,.. Estimat.
State Licensed

Port City
Asbestos Abatement
Call us and BREATH EASY

767-0873

ANY CLOSET

STRICTLY

ANYWHERE
NO MESS

CEDAR
Ca.OSEIS

ouses

PORTLAND'S WEST
END on Cushman st Victorian townhouse. Totally restored. Four bedroom , two
baths. Featuring L.R., den,
formal dining, new kitchen,
deck, ample storage, private
HEADINO SOUTH? Let drive. Lease or lease with
Casco Bay Weeio/ help you option . $1000 per month .
find the perfect winter tenant Call owner direct. n4-0953.
for your home. Call 7726672 to place your ad.

rec-

~

•

1
liHl

musIc

Personnel Pool.

~~~!:·~ii~ 801.

(207) 775-7415

L ___..!AIl~Eq:!!uaI:::.::0~Ppao!::::-'tDDI=&y~Em::::!:...=I.,1.:....:.__ _ _.J
. -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

Computer Artist/Designer
Great opportun~ for someone with initiative, 181motivation and the ability to take a job from concept to
completion. Responsibirllies irdJde design and layout
of the cover, the cover story layout inside, the Calen_
centarspread and ads.
Macintosh design experience, preferably with Freehand
and Pagemaker, iInd sOlid mechanical skills a m!",,Newspaper experience helpllA. Also necessary IS the
willingness to be part 01 a g:oup effort.
II interested, call Cheryl Miler at 775-6601 .

Ii

_ ____________ J

DESIGN CONCEPTS Co.
State wide personal design
consultants lor new home
construction. Currendy has
for sale, new 2,500 sq. ft.
hand crafted mahogany c0ntemporary home in nice
country neighborhood. Just
20 miles to coast, commute
10 the Augusta/Waterville

leam to read and write rtMIic.
Basic course includes nota- .
lion, sight-singing, Intervals,
chords, and writing. Instructor: Raymond Miller, songwriter, author. 781-4321

SALE BY OWNER Portland's Promenade East has
pool, tennis, sauna, security
guard, garage, tenth Hoar,
bay view, WIW, DfW, perfect
condition $115,000 (207)
761-0626 or (718) 658-0423
late awnings

A&W BOOKKEEPING
General Bookkeeping Services • Payroll

. \. '5> eo No!!~ Public
If: YOU'IIR NOT 1icIvft- ':...R~R'?m.' .:r.a~
Quartitl"W RepQiiS:"'Pqs~ 'W' R..... '-."
Ing in Casco Bay Weekly,
you're missing _It QIIW
,
Introductory offeEV.
16,000 entartainment-hWlgry
readers!

1988 Federal and State Short Forms $15,00

775-1080

roomma es
ROOMY HOUSE: Fireplace, living room , dining
room, den. Quiet residential
area. Room with privalll bath..
Two females, one mafe
seeking either male of female. $250 Including utilities,
sec.u rity deposit $250 .
Available March 1 797.a879
YOUNO LADY to share
small single house located
on a quiet safe street oH
outer Forest Avenue portland. Parking.. busline ,
quiet. 797-8810 _keep trying
$200 plus

~~~----..

IASY FUN ART classes
for adults. Learn to enjoy
magic-markers and other
·non-threatenlng· art materials in a supportive atmosphere. Classes begin first
week in March and run six
weeks. $60 include art supplies. Space is lim~ so call
now
for more information
n4-4103

MAINELY
FRIENDS
... A very affordable
mltch making service
for people of all lifestyles. We offer low
prices .nd high quality
service. F<lI' more info.
c:all. or write to P.O.B.
251, Augusta, ME 04330.

626-0195

1"Jl t1,.. mO'i-_

notices

~(207)42ij.9118

OFFICI SPACI . Great
value. Office space for rent.
500 square feet. Parking,
bath on Congress St. Street
level. Newly nenoval8d. $295
per month Call n2-1003

a Ing services

MUSIC WITHOUT Mystery. Aspiring songwriters:
singers, instrumentalistB,

We are looking for help distributing our papers. Must be
available between 3' 9 pm Wednesdays and 9 am-t pm
Thursdays. If interested, call Gary Santaniello at n5-6601 .

L-__________________

t1'f' •

fiE} UB'iW il f1

Distribution

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Please read the caw Clllullled Pollc~ before ~leling Ihis form.
Write legibly or type, and use addilional paper d necessary.

__________

QUALITY Carpentry RA CLEANING! PAINTING
LeBlanc Building , Remodel- Commercial and Residential.
ing and repair. Fully insured. Over 10 years experience.
References . Call Ron In house and office cleaning
and painting . Excellent rates
evenings. 829-4249
and service. College graduWEDDING 'Photography to ates with references. Infit your budget. Call Joel sured and bonded. Call 7618051
Bicknell 773-4449

bod & soul

PART.TIM. Administrator ATTENTION Poets Writers
LIFE R.ADINGS. chan - HOLlsnc Therapist oHers
needed for Portland office of Performers:
Read- neling and tracitional therapy psychotherapeutic bodythe Maine Peace Campaign, ers/Performers (women)
work, dreamwork, and probeginning March 1. 16 wanted for Sound Poetry for empowerment for people fessional counseling . I suphour/week pOSition re- Performancas (both local in transition. Barbara Bart- port the healing of the Inner
sponsible for office man- and national) and Record- ley , M. A. Certified Reiki Child through working with
agement, volunteer recruit- ings. Please call for aucition Practitioner. Center for New body, mind, emotions and
ment, and fund-raising over- appointment. Anne Willen Age Studies, Thompsons spirit. Deborah Vallance,
sight. Salary range $5-9 per sound/performance poet Point Portland. 775-7135 or R.N ., M.S. Ed. n5-123O
802- 436-2355
hour depencing on skills. To '766-5568
apply, call 772-0680
lIGHT WIEK seminar .
EMPLOYERS There is a
CORIi ENERGETICS. The Psychology of Religion.
less espensive altemative.
Bioenergetic, Analysis, Wednesdsys at noon. ConAdvertise your openings in
Pamela L. Chubbuck, M.A., ducted by Dr. Paul Huss of
Casco Bay Weekly. The
Certified Bioenergetic thera- the C. G. Jung Institute.
response you get may
pist, experienced Psy- Sponsored by Dwinell and
surprise youl
PORTLAND OUTINO chotharapist of twenty years HeR. Call 799-1024
Box7,Peaksl~and,04108
Club First meeting 7:30 PM opens practice in Yarmouth.
Thurs., Feb. 23 at 418 Fore Core Energetics is a HoUstic
WOMEN: Does being in
St. Bring your ideas, bring approach which unifies mind, love mean being In pain?
your friends. For Information body, spirit, emotions. IndiLeam how to change dysviduals, couples, groups,
call Scott 772-2047
functional relationship patclasses. Call for appt.. or
tems. Therapy group now
information. 846-0800
forming besed on ·Women
Every day, allover America, more and more
HEAVIiN CAN'T WAITI Who Love Too Much.' For Ineompanie~ are turning to Personnel Pool to
An 9\lening talk on personal formation call 871-9256
help them find qua\ifie~ skilled people ,to fill
and planetary transformatemporary work aamgnmentS. Thata
ROLFINO reduces stress,
tion-a metaphysical perSANTA CRUZ and Valley
because our exclusive Skillmatcbing..
Improves posture. For more
spective.
For
tickets
and
Arts guitars. Mandolins, DIll8ys!enI and Matchmaker... process enables
information, cal Rob Coughclmers, Artesano classical other Information please
us to find just the right ~n to fityoilr needs.
lin, n2-5581, 985-6760 or
read the listings under
guitars.
Randall
amplifiers,
For over forty ),ears. Personnel Pool has
Noel Clarke 582- 4580 ,
BOOY AND SOUL.
Regal
Dobros,
GAL,
Farnanbeen helping .killed pBOllle ~t the job. ..and
des , ~,~.Guitarand
helping compa!lies get the Job done right.
TAROT CARD reading by HELEN WAS deceived.
am plifier repair, cus tom
'1b find out how Personnel Pool can help you
Judith. Please call al B-l0 She doesn't realize that the
building
.
Lex
Luthier
574
quickly fill your temporary staffing needs,
am or 12:30-4pm or B-l0pm. Pope is only a man dressed
Congress
St.
761-8084
call us today.
up in a religious costume.
934-1108.
The Bible says, ·For there is
OAY MIN'S personal one God, and one mediator
growth group. $ 10 per - - between God and men, the
slon. Cal 772-1307 lor infor- man Christ .Jesus;· (1 TImomation.
IlAM. . . . . c...-.
thy 2:5)

TEACHER. PART nME
for a community based, developmental childcare pr0gram. Focus will be with
preschoolers in an age inlllgrated setting of 3-9 year
oIds. Background and/or experience in earty childhood
education
necessary .
Ongoing training provided.
$6.50 per hour beginning
salary. Possibility of full time
employment during summer
months. Call Janine Blatt,
766-2854, or send resume to
Peaks
Island
Child
Development Center, PO

I
I

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BO_aD ADIIlATU
CAIot; oIOHIISHAUK AT caw: 77. . . .1

ADDRE~

INCOME TAXUprepared
at reasonable rates. Experienced, accurate, prompt
personal service. For free
estimate or appointment call
John Hudson. 772-11997AM-l0PM seven days a
week.

REASONABLE PRICES
Peaks Island. Quality, energy efficient homes available now thru June. Call
Mulkerin Associates. 7726992

for nant • apartments
for rent. houses
for renl • office
for rent. retail
for rent. vacation
for sale. commercial
for sale • residential

leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments , etc

ME~AGE :

WATER TREATMENT
systems sold and installed.
May try one for a week with
no obligation . Bottled water
quality for half the cost. Call
John n2-2486

CLEANING: From A to Z.
F.or your business or office.
Competitive rates, dependable service. 767-6021

REAL ESTATE INDEx

horne services

Up 10 30 'Mlrds
31-45 'Mlrds
46-00 'Mlrds
Each Add'i v.ord
CBW Box Service

biZ services
THE YANKEE SPIRIT. a
consignment shop is opening in February. Accepting all
creative people interested in
displaying their work at a hot
location on 10 Exchange St.
Call Steve Forris at 871 -8079

lilli.un.li t,

emp oyment

SUNNY. PLEASANT. and
quiet two bedroom apt. to
shere with 37 year old male.
Fireplace, hardwood floors ,
back yard borders on
wooded lot. North Deering
area. Sorry, no tobacco or
pets. $285 plus 112 utilities.
Available March I, perhaps
sooner. Call David at 7972000 after 4:30

PROFESSIONAL MlF to
share modem fumished two
bedroom townhouse. $315
per month including utilities.
Available March 1. 799-0464
evenings .
799-8164
OOBi OM non-smoker to weekdays.
share home with GM. Quiet
part of town. Ref.$325 per THRliE FRIENDLY people
month includes utilities. Call seeking a fourth to share a
934-7375 after 7pm or leave great house in Portland .
message.
Fully applianced, yard ,
parking, huge bedroom and
TWO CUAN non-smoking own bath . $300 per month
adults to share large Wood- plus utilities. Call July at 878fords area apt. immediately.
Call lor details. 772-7015
roommate to '
afterSpm.
share condo in Portland.'

=:~::

$300 per month. Call Steve I I
773-5934
Jo

30 Years In Business

MARTIN
ENTERPRISE
ntertalnment Booking Agency
OUR SPECIALTY IS STRIPPERS AND DANCERS
FOR BACHELOR AND BACHELORETIE PARTIES
AND ALL FUNCTIONS.

LIVE BANDS OF ALL KINDS

HELP WANTED
Women
For Exotic Dancing!
Looking For New Talent All The Time

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL m~91210A,M.TO 4P.M.

(I --~?AQ-c'ti~~~~ED

l~
~~::"':
~~==:...,!7~7~2~e~e!7~2:.-.~====:J
PHONE

.••

MUST SELL. 1972 BMW
2002 TIi. Excellent overall .
Very _n maintained. Recent
over haul to brakes and
suspension. New stock rims
with Michelin MXV tires plus
four Gistaved winter tires on
rims and a lot more . $6000
value, sacrifice lor $4900.
Ame n2-8328
CHIVY SPECTRUM.
1985, five speed, hatch,
power brakes, cloth interior,

RENAULT ""12, 1976 four
door station wagon , fronl
wheel drive, off the road last
lour winters, does not runlots of new parts._ make ofler. 772-3192 Jackie

DON'T READ THIS if
you are not patriotic! What is
a patriot? A patriot is one
who supports and defends
the U.S. Consdtution. PatriCHEVY cHEVETTIi 1976 ots-PO Box 901 Portland,
two door automatic, four new Me. 04104
tires, 80,000 miles, good engine, needs some work. ~
$350 or best oHar. Cal Leah
at 865-4558(evenings) or . •
~

GREAT DANCE MUSIC
from the 30's to the 80's

=:~i~O: ~ :~~).~~L~) 'l~l'i ~ "I1tL:_
good in snow.

$2~bMl2~,,~~;go..L
{) ! . ~c
...
.

oller CaH Nancy"'ils~
""SIC
'.
~
d
. 657-4529 elilUIintP Y 'JOrWII!Ii6le. flev&r used In

aya,
'-ewinter . .Absolutely no rust.
SlLVIR BUICK Century New paint job. Appraised at
1977. Zieberted, stereo, n.ew $6,700. Will sell for $4,500.
exhaus~. Properly maln- Call 871-0456(leave mestained. $575 firm . Can be sage)
seen at 74 Revere St. 10- DATSUN 110 wagon 1978
cated behind Dunkin Donuts
.
'
at Woodfords Corner. Call very reliable sUckered, used
874-2393
and loved. Asking $550 774VOLVO 1976, 245 DL
Wagon, 120,000 miles, aIot
01 miles left, many parts replaced, plus valve and ring
job completed, needs minor
repairs, runs great. Call 8791941 in portland. Leave
messege. Will show _ekends. $1000 or B.O.
VW SUPERBEETLE 1973.
Car runs, good chassis and
engine. Body needs paint
and light work, Interior bed.
Good canddate for restoration or kit car foundation.

1597
BLACK CADILLAC 1981
Coupe DeVdle. High mileage,
tinted windows, power
brakes, steering, S '~ !
windows, etc. Leather ' " ,rior, (Cream co\or), tw_, ,.aw
snow tires. It's an eye
catcher, runs _II. Asking
$2,500 or B.O. Call 7748245.
ALFA ROMEO. Classic
1978 AlleRa GT, black with

beige interior. Recent valve
job. Dual-cam, 2-liter. 5$500. 883-4580
speed. Pioneer stereo . Very
PINTO 1 •• 0
73,000 good condition . $3,000. 985miles. Good condition, $600. 7822 after 7pm.
Cal761~aflllr5pm
EL CAMINO Conquista
DODGE VAN 1980. Great sports pick-up . 1982. All
used truck, panelled and in- power options, alc , amllm
sulated. 124,000 m~es . Must stereo, air shocks , etc. Well
See! $875. Call 773-5398 or maintained, top concition . Vn4-7154
8, 25 mpg highway. Classic
FORD L,T.D. 1985, four power, comfort, reliability ,
door, six cylinder, amlfm versatility. $4200 967-4405
stereo, air cond., rear defrost , excellent condition .
$2500 n4-6530 after 6pm
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UI..TRaONf~ Humidifier

2.2 gallon, original packaging, excellent condmn, $30.
Also seiling Epson Dot-Matrix Printer (MX.aO 11/ FIT)
·Serial Pori", compatible wh
most computers. $200 or
best oHer. n4-4103
MASSAGE TABLIi. Oakworks ·Nove· model with luxury face rest and carrying
case. Excellent condition .
Adjustable height Warranty
transferable. $450 or best
oHar. Call 1-967-2627
LYNDA BARRY'S ·Love
Thang· t-shirt. The perfect
gift for Valentine's Day and
your love thang. 100% cotton, slm/Ig/xlg. Send $12.95
which includes shipping to:
The Love Thang, PO Box
99093-CB, SeatUe, WA .,
98199-0093. Free product
list too.
WHISTUS The Rape Crisis Center has whistles
available for $3. Great for
key chains - also come with
breakaway neck chain. Proceeds benefit the RCC 24hour hotline for victims of
sexual assault. Call 7743613 for more information.

Unda Pervler
Portland
Michael Hugh.. Portland

207/773-2898
21J7/775-0654

PERSONAL
OF THE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

-

ROSES ARE RED. violets are blue.

I'm looking for a partner. How about you?
Single mom. 3Os.lntelligent, caring, cute,
but not thin, I prefer open,mlnded men
who can laugh, CBW Box 205

""If_-...-..
............t' ....""In ... ~=-IY

. . -.,...

... 'O UALOfTHEwmc_
.... _ _ . w. •• I...""ln
lng .... IIIIo_ .......... wleyondiul.
_.wlllr.........rti_In ......I.

COUNTRY
ROADS. S W M would like to meet
mountain views, forest SWF 35-40. Must be able to
trails ... If you like to hike, communicate reasonably,
camp, canoe, x-c ski, ex- should be beau dful and
plore, and you are a positive, desirous of having a mutuaily
honest, considerate, and beneficial and enjoyable
communicative SM, this completa relationship. Piccaring, appreciative SF 39 ture and phone number necawaits your IeRer and friend- essary. CBW Box 197
ship. I'm a non-$ll1oker, ani- I NEID A FRIEND and
mal lover and, politically
much mora! GWM, early 20&,
IeII.CBW Box 196
seeks GWM to share
MARRIID WHITI male thoughts and Ideas. I enjoy
48, 5'10', 200 Ibs., non- dancing, long walks, movies,
smoker, clean, neat, staying up late, or just talkhealthy, discrete, seeks fe- ing. Not really into the bar
male 25 to 60 for dinner scene. Am open-minded to
dates weekdays. As a new adventures and expesalesman I spend every fifth riences. Am I describing you
week in Maine. Evenings 10 a .,..? Then write! Pictures
alone are no fun but you appreciated but not necesknow that. Lers both en- sary. CBW Box 201
hance our lives. Please write
with way to contact Jack PO DWM 31. Good looking ,
Box 123, Wilmington, Ma. honest, considerate, would
like to meet attractive, not
01887
SWM 30. 5'6·, attractive, over weight s/DWF for comhappy, sensitive, busy panionship/romance, maybe
professional who always more. If your tired of being
loves play. Sometimes shy, alone, as I am, then take pen
sometimes crazy, always in hand and those lonely
honest. Seeking sincere, nights could be ended. Photo
caring, attractive woman lor appreciated. CBW Box 204
bold adventure, daring romance, honest friendship . ROSES ARE RID. violets
are blue. I'm looking for a
CBW Box 200
partner. How- about you?
HIKED 10 the top of the
mountains, dove to the bot- Single mom. 3Os. InteUigent,
tom of the sea, but still caring, cute,-but not thin. I
haven't found the WF who prefer open-minded menwho ea.n laugh. CBW Box
enjoys the outdoors and
things that are wild and nat- 205
ural . II you have done the TO T ,M.· Received your
same and are still looking, card with all the pretty hearts
please contact this SWM, on it. I found the card very
late 30's . PO Box 5532, interesting. Hoping to hear
Saco, Me. 04072
from you in the very near fuSWM EARLY 30s attrac- ture. How about an address
tive looking , would like or a telephone number. CBW
woman of the same 25-34 to Box 182
,,"joy an 8vllning 01 dinner
and dencing. Not~.1Ilr.. DWF not irpCBSsed by
anything extra right now ex- money, faml y. oOKiTlg fOr cept for a nice time. Inter- honest, sincere 60s male.
ested? Write Box t 5025, Dinners, concerts, theaters,
40s music, rides, flea marPortland, ME.
SWM EARLY 308 looking kets. Will pay my own way.
for women 28-40 who loves CBWBox206
down-hill skiing, dancing,
SWM 34 Tall, attractive,
non-smokers, hard bodys
serious bodybuilder looking
and afternoon delight. I've
for aRractive passionate fehad it with the bar scene.
male for physical fun. Photo
Let's have lunch. Write PO
please. Send to PO Box
Box 123, South Windham,
7598 Portland, Me. 04112.

-

MB. 04082

MODELS: Women wanted

TO HOUSE.stT respon-

non-smoker to house~----------------~ for photography and video. sible
sit, dog-sit. and coal stove
Top pay . Send photo or
I
I composite and phone num- sit, although the last is neMarch 15-29th, in
I
I ber. BOA Prod. Box 5341 . gotiable.
nioe South Portland home.
Po~. Maine. 04101
I
I
Call 767-6110
I
I
I
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....
I
J
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Rnn Vour "Auto For Sale" ad
until you sell your car
::

I

riO
:
1.
::

: (or up to 4weeks -whichever comes flfst),

For
Only

I
011.. JlOd will

~ only.Use OII IJo.It·Y'.lIseIv..,loon in doe Omifl<d seaion.

AI.mm .. beprepoK!; doect, mooey crde\
Me, dc. ~'o~wooIs.
OII....pies 2fl8i1l9. Sorod ad cq>'f, ~ ond prepoyMt'Cl CIsco Bay W1y,
l87aadc~"""PoitIand,MEOIloz. _ _ fied
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I a caw Person to Parson
I ad It'll Introduce you to well ovar 16,000
I II

I:.:
I
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I

CBW readers, more than a faw of which ara
Single, end ell of which ara watl read I

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS - GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!

I

I
I
I

I

II

Plea".. use the -Do It Yours..lf" ClalUlllled aCt form I
and enclose this ooupon to r8Cetve a frea week.

Cirrulating 16,000 roples weekly in the greater Portland area. I \ , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .)
L _________________ J
~-

- - -".--

PRESENTS

THE SEARCH FOR THE

CLUE #4
First came Woodman, with Mansard top,
then further west, the Emery block
and beneath the floor
of the one next door
is a port of prerecorded pop.
Late Starters? Turn to page 22

_.

THE CONTEST
It's easy to play. There are two parts:
1. The Weekly Riddle: A weekly riddle wiil appear on the Treasure Hunt page in
Casco Bay Weekly. Each week's clue alsa will be read on the air on WBLM (107.5 FM)
and on Partland's newest TV station, NTV (UHF Channel 24). The answer to each
week's riddle will be one of the businesses sponsoring the Treasure Hunt.
2. The Treasure Map: Once you solve that week's riddle, go to that sponsaring
location and ask for that week's piece of the treasure map. At the end of the 10-week
contest, you will have a 9-piece treasure map and a map legend. Once it's pieced
together correctly, you will have a map ,of Casco Bay. By using the legend and reading
the map, yau will be able ta find the lacation ,of the treasure: a location in Casco Bay.
And don't warry if you're a late starter - each week's correct location will keep extras
of their map piece far the entire contest.
Send yaur contest answer to Treasure Hunt, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME 04102. It must be received by no.,on April 12. A drawing will be held at
the canclusion of the contest, and the first correct entry drawn will win the entire
treasure, including a Carnival Cruise for two to the Bahamas from Hewins Travel,
whcre vacations are I lOT!
Employees and family members of Casca Bay Weekly, WBLM, NTV/ Channel 24 and
llewins Travel are not eligible to win.

HEWINS TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS

_-v

INC

WHERE
VACATIONS
AREHOTl

PRIZES
The grand prize is a Carnival Cruise for two ta the
Bahamas from Hewins Travel, where vacations are
I-JOT! Other prizes include an ensemble of blueand white-striped luggage from Portmanteau; a
Papasan chair from Pier 1 Imports; a Sonesta Hotel
Theatre Package (twa tickets ta a shaw at the
Performing Arts Center, a double occupancy deluxe
room and breakfast, taxes and gratuities included);
a $75 gift certificate from Abacus Handcrafters
Gallery; a $100 shopping extravaganza from Casca
Variety; a callection ,of the Academy Award-winning
"Best Pictures" of the past 10 years from Videoport;
a stylish Drizzle Partner pullover from Options; a
$50 gift certificate from HuShang on Exchange
Street; a $75 gift certificate from Dos Locos; a $25
gift certificate from Squire Morgan's; a $100 gift
certificate towards custom-made draperies at
The Custom Shop; and a Wristrock watch
from Conceits.

WBLM107.S
$

,

7

iIr

Sponsored by Videoport, Options, The Top of the East, Casco Variety, Portmanteau, Pier 1 Imports, The Custom Shop,
HuShang on Exchange Street, Abacus Handcrafters Gallery, Squire Morgan's, Dos Locos and Conceits.

